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ABSTRACT
Demographic and Professional Dimensions
of Child Care Providers
by
Carol Joan Armga, Master of Science
utah State University, 1987
Major Professor:
Dr. Ann M. Berghout Austin
Department:
Family and Human Development
The purpose of this investigation was to develop a
demographic profile of current child care providers in 3
selected western states.

Further, this study sought to

assess dimensions of professionality in the day to day
activities of child care workers.
Utilizing a mailed questionnaire, 226 child care
providers in Salt Lake City, Utah; Eugene, Oregon; and
Boise, Idaho were surveyed for information on demographics
and professional dimensions.

Results suggest that the

demographic profile created by a cross-sectional sample of
child care providers differs markedly from a profile
created by a sample based on professional affiliation.
Statistical analyses suggest that education significantly
effects the professional dimension of knowledge.

The data

further indicate that the interaction of education and
length of employment as a care giver significantly effects
the dimension of orientation to the community.
The findings are discussed in relation to the
professional status of child care.

It was suggested that

ix

child care has not yet met the requirements of becoming a
profession.

Recommendations for enhancing professional

status are given.
(123 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Demographic and Professional Dimensions
of Child Care Providers
This study deals with child care in contemporary
America.

Specifically , this study examines demographics

and professional dimensions of child care providers in the
western United States.
child care has become a major concern in the united
States.

The number of children under age six whose mothers

work outside the home is currently estimated to be 9.5
million ("Forum Held", October 9, 1986).

It is projected

that by 1990 this number will increase to 10.4 million
children (Hofferth, 1979).

These current and projected

figures reflect a consistent trend.

It was estimated in

1970 that 28.5% of children under the age of six had
mothers in the labor force.

It is projected that this

figure will be 44.8% in 1990 (Hofferth, 1979).

This

increase in the number of young children with mothers in
the labor force indicates the growing need for child care.
These dramatic changes have caused leaders in the child
care profession, educators, and researchers in the field of
early childhood, as well as business and political leaders
to name child care as one of the most important issues of
our day ("Forum Held", October 9, 1986).
with the number of families needing child care growing
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rapidly, the child care profession face s a unique
challenge.

The tremendous growth in the number of children

being served has been accompanied by a concomitant increase
in child care givers.

This growth has been accompanied by

increased dissatisfaction among child care providers with
low salaries, poor working conditions, lack of insurance
and sick leave benefits, and low status in the community
(Ade, 1982; Hostetler , 1984; Roberts, 1983).
In an effort to address these concerns, leaders in the
fields of child care and early childhood education have
urged the professionalization of child care.

This movement

is seen as providing a positive guide for channeling the
growth and changes in child care (Ade, 1982; Bowman, 1981;
Caldwell, 1983) and to ensure better salaries for child
care providers (Silin, 1985).
Nonetheless, increased professionalism cannot take
place until there is increased conceptual clarity among
child care providers as to who they are, what they do, and
what perceptions they hav e of themselves (Ade, 1982;
Caldwell, 1983; Hostetler & Klugman, 1982; Phillips &
Whitebook, 1986; Radomski, 1986; silin, 1985).
Specifically, this conceptual c larity includes an
identification of common demographics among child care
providers -regarding training, f ringe benefits, age,
educational level, y ears at current job, salary range, and
hours in a work week (Caldwell, 1983; Hostetler & Klugman,
1982; Phillips & Whitebook, 1986; Roberts, 1983).
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This study has sought to examine the demographic
profile of current child care workers.

In addition, it

sought to assess dimens ions of professionality in the day
to day activities of child care workers.

This dual goal

was met by conducting a broad study of child care workers
in which they provided demographic as well as professional
information about themselv es.

The results of this study

provide important insights regarding the field of child
care .in its move toward professional status.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Thousands of studies have examined the field of child
care.

This important institution of our society has been

investigated for information revealing what is best for
young children, what determines quality care and what
effect child care has in the lives of children.

This study

will examine those people who provide the care of young
children in contemporary America.
child care in the united states finds its roots in
charitable nurseries that were established for the purpose
of socializing immigrant or poor children (Steinfels,
1973).

Since the founding of the first American child care

program, the Boston Infant School in 1828, the supply and
demand of child care has ebbed and waned.

These changes in

child care have been influenced by immigration, war, women
working, the national economic picture, social reform, and
public attitude (Steinfels, 1973).
The current and dramatic increase in the need for
child care is tied to the number of children from the baby
boom era (1946-1964) who are now bearing their own children
and the high rate of labor force participation by mothers
with children under age six (Hofferth, 1979).

It was

estimated in 1977 that of 17.1 million preschool children
in the United states, 6.4 million (37 percent) had working
mothers.

It is projected that in 1990 this figure will

escalate to 10.4 million, about 45 percent of 23.3 million
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children under six (Hofferth, 1979) .
The increase in working mothers with young children is
challenqinq the resources of child care in the United
State..

As more children need care, mora workers are

8lIployacl in child care proqraJU and the pliqht ot the child
care worker Decom. . more evident.

Growth in the area ot

child care services has been marked DY a concomitant
dissatisfaction amonq child care workers due to the poor
conditions under which they labor.

Low salaries, lack of

health, retirement, and sick leave Denetits, no paid
vacations, and lonq hours, are cited a. major proDl ...
(Ad., 19827 Hoatetler, 19847 RODerts, 1983).
Whil. it is apparent that poor workinq conditions fail
to attract thoa. most qualitied and talented in providinq
car. to children, the salient role ot the caraqiver is
recoqnizacl.

Inve.tiqatinq what determine. quality care,

research.rs aqree that it is the characteristics ot the
child care providers that are "the most important
determinant ot the quality of care provided" (GrotDerq,
Chapman, i Lazar, 1971, p.71).

Advocates ot quality care

to~

children, are unwillinq

to let these proDl ... in child care continue.

The move to

protessionalize the field is seen by many as the most
via:ble means of insurinq both quality care for children and
improved workinq conditions and benefits for their
providers (Ade, 1982; Bowman, 1981; Caldwell, 1983).
The process of acquirinq professional status is
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r ecogniz ed a s be ing bot h comp l ex and full of ma jor
i mpl i cati ons for the fi e ld and its practi tioners.

Ade

(1982) states that f ive ma j or changes need to occur i n
child care before the f i eld can consider itself to have
achieved professionalism.

The changes are to:

(1) require

a greater familiarity with the field's knowledge base which
will extend the length of t he period of training needed to
enter the field ;

(2 )

i dentify and establish a uniform

criteria for admitting new members into the field ;

(3)

develop and utili ze more uni form and extensive practitioner
licensing; (4) enhance self-regulation by maintaining
internal control of the licensing process;

(5)

strengthen

the relationship with parents , school officers, and
government to facilitate the providi ng of needed and
appropriate services to client s.
Caldwell (1983 ) also suggests a primary need for
becoming professional.

She states that the move toward

professional recogn i t i on must begin with the development of
increased conceptual clarity among child care workers
themselves as to their perc ept ions of who they are and what
they do.
Hostetler and Klugman (1982) addressed this need for
increased conceptual clari t y by seeking to identify the
commonalities of gender , educ at i on level, income, and
preferred nomenclature in a random sample of members of t he
National Associ ati on of Education for Young Children
(NAEYC) and licensed chi ld care facilities in five states.
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Two survey instrumen ts were implemented in this study.
The questionnaire used for individual members of AEYC
included five major sections :

(1) demographics including

job title and economic status; (2) descriptions deemed
appropriate of groups determined to be of equal status;

(3)

prioritizing of needed activities to be undertaken by an
AEYC group;

(4)

preferred job titles for those in child

care; and (5) perceptions of skill levels needed for
working in child care.
The questionnaire used with centers incorporated four
major sections:

(1) general information of the program

including staff turnover, salary and fringe benefits;
information of staff training;

(2)

(3) preferred job titles for

those in child care; and (4) perceptions of skill levels
needed for working in child care.
The results of the study show that only 31% of the
respondents classified themselves as teachers with 22%
calling themselves directors.

other job titles of the

respondents included agency administrator, education
coordinator, and college faculty.

This indicates that the

scope of this study reached beyond those providing the
direct care of children.

While administrators and college

level instructors form a vital segment of the field of
child care, it cannot be assumed that demographics that
provide descriptive information of these workers can also
be used to describe those who provide direct care to
children.
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Seeking to identify demographic commonalities for
child care, this study found that of the 196 members of
AEYC responding, 93% were female.

Center responses

indicate 61% had all female staff while 18% had two or more
males as direct-service staff.
The highest education level completed of AEYC
respondents showed 42% had earned an advanced degree while
another 42% had earned a B.A./B.S. degree.

The data

presented on reporting programs were further broken down to
indicate if the degrees earned included child development
training.

For the program respondents, 31% had earned an

advanced degree; 25% included child development training
and 6% did not.

The number of respondents who had earned a

B.A./B.S. was calculated to be 57% with 34% including child
development training, and 23% not including such training.
The median annual income of AEYC respondents was
between $10,000 and $14,999.

The authors recognized that

this is a higher level of salary than what is usually found
in early childhood programs, but attributed the higher
salary to the education levels and job titles as cited
above.
Years at current job was reported only for AEYC
members.

Thirty-four percent were found to have been at

their job three to five years.

Also reported only for AEYC

members were responses on the fringe benefits of paid
vacation, sick days, and health insurance.

The responses

indicating their job included these benefits were as
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follow:

paid vacation , 61%; sick days, 85%; and health

insurance, 60%.
At the conclusion of the study, the preferred
nomenclature of the child care respondents was reported.
For teaching/classroom management personnel surveyed, 43%
preferred the title early childhood teacher compared with
29% preferring the title of teacher.
The National Association of Education for Young
Children (NAEYC) also conducted a survey in 1984 of its
members by the inclusion of a questionnaire in its
professional journal Young Children.
64.7% were from NAEYC members.

Of 3,818 respondents,

Classroom personnel

accounted for 60.8% of the responses, and administrators/
owners for 39.1%.

In addition, 31.6% spent 1/4 or less of

their working hours with children.

Those spending all

their job hours with children were 34.3%.

For gender,

84.7% of the respondents were female and 12% were male.
Fifty percent of the respondents reported being paid for a
31-40 hour week.
Education levels were reported on 3366 responses as
follows:

less than a high school degree,

.45%; high school

degree, 7.5%; some college (2 years or less), 13.7 %; A.A.
in early childhood education, 7.1%; 3 or 4 years of early
childhood education (college, but no degree), 5.8%;
B.A./B.S in early childhood educaticn or a related field,
13.2%; B.A./B.S. in another field, 13.3%; some graduate
work in early childhood education, 12%; Masters degree in
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earl y childhood educ at ion, 1 5.8% ; post master's degree
study, 6.4%; and other , 4 . 8%.

These results are notably

lower than those of the Hostetler & Klugman (1982) study.
These differences may be attributed to the NAEYC study
being done with a national sample while the Hostetler &
Klugman study looked at only five states.

NAEYC's data on

salary are more comparable to the data from the Hostetler &
Klugman (1982) study.

For aides and assistant teachers,

the median annual income was between $6,988.80 and $10,400.
For teachers or head teachers this figure ranged from
$6,988.80 to $15,600.
Because of a low response rate (11.6%) and the
limitations of focusing on child care workers affiliated
with NAEYC, generalizability of this study to the field of
child care is not possible. The present study takes the
needed next step forward by looking at demographics of a
cross-section of care givers in the western united states,
rather than strictly with NAE YC members.
Further, this study will be using a more tightly
controlled design that encouraged more participation.
Also, this study goes beyond the others in terms of looking
at professional dimensions according to a specified
framework of professionality.

In addition, it will be

surveying only care givers and not mixing administrators
with care givers.
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Professional Dimensions and conceptual Framework
Finalizing a conceptual def inition of professionalism
is elusive.

In the introduction of an article on the

definition of a profession, the editors of Harvard
Educational Review (195 3) state the word profession has
become increasingly ambiguous in modern day usage.

Garceau

(1939, cited in Cogan, 1953) concluded that the accepted
definition of profess ion is in such a state of flux that
definition is dependent upon individual interpretation.
Many authors in the field of sociology and other
disciplines have written extensively on the professions
(Carr-Saunders & Wilson, 1933; Cogan, 1953; Elliott, 1972;
Greenwood, 1957; Hughes, 1963; Moore, 1970; Parsons, 1939),
professionalism (Etzioni, 1969; Snizek, 1972), and the
process of professionalization (Flexner, 1915; Friedson,
1973; Greenwood, 1957; Goode, 1 969; Vollmer & Mills, 1966;
Wilensky, 1964).

A review of

disparity than agreement .

tho~e

writings shows more

In fact, these writings reveal

that there is no cogent statement of professional±sm for
any occupation, including child care.
While there is no generally accepted statement of
professionalism for child care, Barber's writings (1969) on
the sociology of the profess i ons provide a concise and
workable definition of professionalism that has been
utilized as the conceptual fram ework for this study.

He

outlined four elements which form the essential attributes
of professionalism.

They are:

(1) knowledge;

(2) primary
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orientation to the community;
a system of rewards.

(3) a code of ethics; and (4)

These attributes form the basis for

the investigation of professional dimensions among child
care givers in this study .
Objectives
The focus of this investigation was to examine
demographics and professional dimensions in current child
care providers. This was accomplished by:
1)

Developing and refining a measure which was

administered to 226 child care providers in Salt Lake City,
Utah; Eugene, Oregon; and Boise, Idaho.
2)

Analyzing the accumulated data to develop a

demographic profile of current child care workers.
3)

Measuring the degree to which the professional

dimensions of knowledge, primary orientation to the
community, code of ethics and a system of rewards were
found in the day to day activities of child care providers.
These four dimensions are utilized as dependent variables
in this study.

The independent variables of length of

service in child care, educational level, and professional
affiliation, were used to measure and explain any variation
in professional dimensions.
Summary
The literature shows that child care workers are
overwhelmingly female and more likely to be middle-aged
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than young.

Further, the majority have a baccalaureate

degree or higher and have been on the job as a care giver
three or more years .

Over half of all child care providers

receive fringe benefits of paid vacation, sick days, health
insurance and retirement.
and $16,000 a year.
full time.

These workers earn between $7000

Most child care workers are employed

Seven out of ten workers are certified as a

child care worker or have a degree in early childhood
education or a related field.
Earlier studies have been limited in their
generalizability.

These studies have focused on child care

providers who claim affiliation with a professional
organization.

In addition, in providing demographic

information on child care workers, the studies have grouped
together administrators, college faculty, and those who
provide direct care to children.
This study looks specifically at those providing
direct care to children.

The use of a cross-sectional

sample has made possible the generalizablity of the data.
Also , this study goes beyond the others by looking at
dimensions of professionality .

Thus this study was carried

out to create additional understanding of who child care
workers are and to what degree they are professional.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
For clarity, it is important that methodological
definitions be clearly understood.

The terms outlined

below set forth the methodological definitions used in this
study.
Operational Definitions
Child Care Giver -

person employed in a licensed child

care center and providing direct care of children.
Child Care Provider

same as child care giver.

Child Care Center - a facility other than a home which is
licensed by the state and which provides care for 12 or
more children.

Participants in this study were 226 child care
providers from the li censed child care centers of three
major western cities .

These participants were randomly

selected from a cross-sectional sample.

One hundred forty

four (63.7%) child care prov iders returned mailed
questionnaires.

Child care workers from Salt Lake City,

Utah, returned 58 of 95 questionnaires (61.05%), workers
from Eugene, Oregon, returned 42 of 56 questionnaires
(75%), and child care givers from Boise, Idaho, returned 44
of 75 questionnaires (58.67%).

See Table 1.
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Table 1
Participants

Category

utah

Oregon

Idaho

Centers meeting criteria*

59

46

56

Centers contacted

54

37

51

Centers unable to contact**

5

9

5

Centers contacted, but unable
to gather necessary
information**

4

2

5

Centers refusing participation

6

2

4

Centers not in session

0

4

4

Centers responding

44

29

38

% of centers responding

74.58%

63.04%

67.86 %

Child Care Providers in
Sample Pool

229

143

172

Child Care Providers selec ted
from Sample Pool for
Data Pool

95

56

75

% of Child Care Providers in
Data Pool

42.2%

24.9%

33.3 %

% of Data Pool responding to
survey

61.1%

75%

58.7%

% of Child Care Providers
from Overall Pool Sample
returning questionnaire

25.3%

29.4%

25.6%

*Child care center licensed for 15 or more children by
corresponding state. Child care center showed an address
for the city selected for this study.
**After four or more tries.
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Demographics of cities
The cities selected for this study were matched
according to the following criteri a :

population, median

income of families, presence of a university and education
level of the population , percentage of population in the
labor force, ethnicity, and fami lies in poverty.
statistics for population and ethnicity were procured from
199 American cities Compared (Greenwood, 1984).
Information

r~garding

median income, education level,

percentage of population in the labor force and families in
poverty were obtained from 1980 Census of population (U.S.
Department of Commerce, 1983).

Table 2 summarizes the

three cities according to the selection criteria.
These three cities are comparable in size for cities
in the western united States, with populations ranging from
102,000 to 163,033; Boise, Idaho, is the smallest of the
three cities and Salt Lake City, Utah, the largest.

Race

and ethnicity percentages show a basically homogeneous
population for each city.

Whites are the largest segment

of the population with the Spanish origin ethnic group
forming the next largest group in each city.
Further demographics show the populations of these
cities to be young with the median ages ranging from a low
of 27.9 years for Eugene, Oregon , to a high of 28.7 years
for Boise, Idaho.

This youthful ness of the population is

further demonstrated by the percentages of families with
children under the age of six.

Salt Lake city, Utah, shows

Table 2
Demographics of cities
Percent of
families with
children
under
Population age six
Boise, ID
fd. 1863
Eugene, OR
fd. 1852
Salt Lake
City, UT
fd.1847

Percent of Race and Ethnicity

White

Black

Asian &
Pacific

Spanish
Origin

Other

102,451

26.0

96.84

.49

.52

.94

2.28

1.18

105,624

23.4

94.55

loll

.80

1.94

2.08

1. 58

163,033

35.4

B9.76

1. 54

1.29

2.04

7.55

5 . 35

% in Labor Force
Median 1979
income for
families
in $
Boise. ID

American
Indian

Percent
families
in
poverty

Women with
children
under
Men
age six

Education

HS
degree

4 or more
years
Median
college
age

Presence
of a
University

20.773

6.3

50.2
41.4

22.1

2B.7

Boise State U

B.5

B1. 0
75.0

B1.7

Eugene, OR 19,4B1
Salt Lake
City, UT
21,017

77.6

20.4

27.9

U of Oregon

6.6

82.2

40.7

BO.5

20.3

2B.6

U of Utah
>-'
....,
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the l argest proportion of this group (3 5.4% ) while Eugene ,
Oregon, has the lowest proportion (23.4%).
Information on the educational status of the population
shows further similarities .

For the percentage of the

population having obtained a high school diploma, Eugene,
oregon, shows the low of 77.6% and Boise, Idaho, shows the
high of 81.7%.
population.

These figures indicate a well educated

In addition , the figures for four or more

years of college are:

Salt Lake City, Utah, 20.3%; Eugene,

Oregon, 20.4%; and Boise, Idaho, 22.1%.
The percentage of families in poverty also indicates
parity between the citie..

The range on this figure goes

from a low of 6.3% in Boise, Idaho, to a high of 8.5% in
Eugene, Oregon.

~.se

figures show a relatively low level

of poverty in all three cities.
Median income per family reveals a variation of only
$1,536 across the three cities.

The low income is $19,481

in Eugene , Oregon, and the high is $21,017 in Salt Lake
City, utah.
State Licensing
Centers from which participants were recruited were
identified by the child care licensing agency of each
state.

In Idaho this was the Idaho Department of Health

and Welfare; for Utah, the Utah State Department of Family
Services; and for Oregon, the Department of Human Services.
A comparison of each state's minimum standards for staff in
licensed child care facilities is presented in Table 3.

Table 3
Minimum standards for Child Care Providers at Licensed Child Care Facilities
Requirements

Idahoa
(Idaho 1982)

Oregon
(Oregon 1979)

utah
(Utah 1983)

Age in years

16

Program supervisorb - 18
Group leaderc - 18
Assistants d - 15

Group leadere - 18
Staff aid f - 16

Experience

None

None

Group leader - at
least a H.S . graduate

Education

None

Program supervisor - 2 yrs.
experience in the group
care of children
Group leader - 1 yr.
experience in the group
care of children

None

Other

*Screening to
include health
character & basic
skills necessary
to the appropriate
care of children

*Physical & mental health,
judgement & moral
character appropriate to
meet the needs of children
*free from active TB
*No conviction within the
last 5 yrs. of child abuse,
offenses against persons,
sexual offenses, child

*No criminal record
*No record or
conviction of abuse,
neglect or other crime
related to children
*Not under the
influence of alcohol
or drugs while working
*Current TB test
(table 3 continues)
,....
\JJ

Table 3 continued
Requirements

Idahoa
(Idaho 1982)

Oregon
(Oregon 1979)

utah
(Utah 1983)

neglect or felony offenses
involving a controlled
substance

*Food handler's permit
*Health evaluation for
communicable diseases
*No physical,
emotional or mental
conditions which could
jeopardize the wellbeing of children

aIdaho does not provide a definition of a child care provider.
bprogram supervisor - the person designated for the responsibility of overseeing the
activity program for children by age group (also known as the head teacher) .
cGroup leader - person responsible for a group of children (also known as the teacher) .
dAssistant - person who may not be in charge of a group of children without supervision
by another staff person who meets the qualifications of a group leader.
eGroup leader - person assigned to a group and responsible for the continuity of care for
that group.
fStaff leader - person who assists the group leader with a group of children. May be in
charge of a group of children for periods not exceeding two hours in anyone day.

tv

o
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This table is illustrat ive of the low requirements for
child care providers.

For both education and experience,

two of the three states have no minimum requirements.

All

the states have a minimum age requirement of eighteen years
of age or below.

The main thrust of each state's

requirements are toward the basic health and absence of a
criminal record of those providing direct care to children.
Ethical Considerations
Because human subjects were used for this research, a
human subjects permission form was filed (Appendix A) and
approved (Appendix B).

The subjects were not in any risk

of physical or mental harm since they were reporting on
attitudes, observable behaviors, and demographic
information.

Further, the participants could choose not to

answer any question or not to participate.
A coding system was i mplemented for record keeping.
This number provided a means for the researcher to record
who responded and to whom to mail a follow-up letter.

The

introductory letter of the questionnaire explained to each
participant that an ident ification number was placed on the
questionnaire for mailing purposes only.
was assured complete confidentiality.

Each respondent

Names were never

used in any way with this research.
The questionnaire ended by giving each respondent the
option of requesting results from the study.

They were

asked to put their name and address on the return envelope,
not the questionnaire.

A summary of the results of the
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study were ma il ed to those making this request.

See

Appendix c.
Measurement
A survey instrument (a mailed questionnaire) was
developed to gather demoqraphic intormation on current
child care providers and to assess protessional dimensions
as outlined by the constructs of Barber's (1969) definition
of professionalism (Appendix 0).

The questionnaire was

developed trom an extensive review of the literature in th6
areas of child care and the sociology ot the professions.
The questionnaire was of a mixed format, containing both
open and closed questions in order tor the maximum amount
of intormation to be obtained .

Forty questions were

included on the questionnaire which was mailed with a
letter introducing the study and encouraging that person's
participation.

Further, the letter assured the respondent

ot complete confidentiality.
The variables used in this study have been gathered
trom a review ot the literature.

A summary of the major

areas from which questions were drawn, and their reterents,
have been tabled (Tables 4 and 5),.
Validity and Reliability
Relevance of these questions was assessed through an
item analysis for face validity, undertaken in the pretest
cycle, and based upon the critiques and responses by the
various reviewers.

content

vali~ity

was also determined by
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Tab le 4
Major Reference So urce s for Justifying Inclusion
of Independent Variabl e s o n Questionnaire
critical Independent
Variables in Child Care

References Indicating
This Variable is a Concern

Questions Addressing
Independent Variables
1 . Training - 15

Ade, 1982; NAEYC, 1982b;
NAEYC, 1984

2. Job Experience - 11

Myer, 1980; NAEYC, 1984

3. salary - 6, 7

Hostetler & Klugman, 1982;
Myer, 1980; NAEYC, 1984;
Roberts, 1983.

4. Job Setting - 13

NAEYC, 1984.

5. Job Title - 24

Hostetler & Klugman, 1982;
Myer, 1980 ; NAEYC , 1984.

6. Preferred Job
Title - 25

Caldwell, 1983 ; Hostetler &
Klugman, 1982.

7 . Professional
Affiliation - 18, 19, 20

Greenwood, 1957; Houle,
1981; Moore, 1970; NAEYC,
1983; NAEYC, 1984; Peters,
1981; Wilensky, 1964.

8. General - 1

Silin, 1985.

9. Certification/
License - 16

Ade, 1982; NAEYC, 1984;
Wilensky, 1964.

10. Perceptions of what
Child Care Providers
Do - 38

Caldwell, 1983; Wilensky,
1964.

11. Perceptions of what
Parents Expect Child Ca re
Providers to Do - 39

Nakamura, McCarthy ,
Rothstein-Fisch & Winger ,
1981.

12. Gender - 2

My er , 1980 ; Silin, 1985
(table 4 conti nues )
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Tab le 4 continued
critical Independent
Vari ables in Child Care

References Indicating
This Variable is a Concern

13. Commitment to the
Field - 12

Myer, 1980.

14. Fringe Benefits 8, 9, 10

Hostetler & Klugman, 1982;
NAEYC, 1984; Roberts, 1983.

15. Age - 3

Hostetler & Klugman, 1982;
Myer, 1980; NAEYC, 1984.

16. Educational
Level - 1 4 , 15

Beker, 1975; Hostetler &
Klugman, 1982; Moore, 1970;
Myer, 1980; NAEYC, 1984.

17. Years Employed as a
Caregiver - 10

Hostetler & Klugman, 1982;
NAEYC, 1984.

18 . Hours Employed - 4, 5

NAEYC, 1984; Roberts, 1983.
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Table 5
Major Reference Sources fo r Dependent Variables
Four Elements of
Professional Behavior
(Barber. 1969)

References Suggesting Ways
To Assess Behavior

Questions Addressing
Dependent Variables
1. Knowledge - 14, 15, 1 7
18, 20, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37

Ade, 1982; Barber, 1969;
Becker, 1962; Cogan, 1953;
Goode, 1969; Greenwood,
1957; Hughes , 1963; Moore,
1970; Myers, 1973; NAEYC,
1982a; NAEYC, 1984; stern,
1984; Weisman, 1984.

2. Primary orientation
to the community 21, 22, 23

Ainsworth, 1981; Barber,
1969; Becker, 1962; Flexner,
1915; Katz, 1984; Moore,
1970; Myers, 1973; Weisman,
1984; Wilensky, 1964.

3. Code of Ethics - 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31

Barber, 1969; Becker, 1962;
Carr-Saunders & Wilson,
1933; Elliott, 1972; Feeney
& Kipnis, 1985; Greenwood,'
1957; Goode, 1969; Katz,
1984; Katz & Ward, 1978;
Levine, 1972; Moore, 1970;
Peters, 1981; Weisman, 1984;
Wilensky, 1964.

4. System of Rewards - 23

Barber, 1969; Peters, 1981;
Snizek, 1972; Myer, 1980;
Weisman, 1984.
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the researcher who, through a know ledge of existing
research, and a conceptualization of the field, was able to
exert a judgement and determine that the questionnaire
covered relevant content (Borg & Gall, 1979).
Test retest reliability was assessed in pilot tests
three and four (N=6).

This procedure assessed the

reliability of the instrument by comparing the results of
the measure at two points in time (Bailey, 1982).

An

analysis of the similarities and differences in the
questionnaires completed one week apart showed 85.94%
overall agreement in scores.

Looking at the scoring by

content area, demographics showed 93.5% agreement, the
ranking questions were 80.95% in agreement, the questions
making up the knowledge construct were 75% in agreement and
the code of ethics questions were 91.67% in agreement.
Procedural Sequence
This subsection outlines the fourteen steps which were
completed to meet the research objective stated in Chapter
Two.

1)

A review of the literature was conducted to

examine the two areas of this study.

First, the literature

on child care was examined for those areas which are cited
as needing further research in the move toward
professionalism.

The second area examined in the review of

literature was writings on sociological definitions of
professionality.

Barber's (1969) concise and workable

definition was selected for this study.
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2)

Que stions examining Barber ' s co nst r uc t s of

p rofessionalism and demographics felt to exist among chil d
care workers were created f r om the review of literature and
were used to form a questionnaire (Appendix D) .
3)

The instrument was piloted with three child

development colleagues.

They reviewed and evaluated the

questions in terms of their ability to accomplish the study
objectives (Dillman , 19 78).
4)

The second pi lot was done with a group of

potential users (N=5).

They responded to the questionnaire

and provided feedback on readability, appropriateness and
possible sensitivity of quest ions, length and format.
5)

Final revisions were made according to earlier

feedback and the instrument was administered to a group of
potential users (N=6) not surveyed in pilot 2.
6)

The instrument was reissued to the pilot 3 group,

(N=6) one week later to determi ne test, retest reliability.
7)

A sample pool was c reated by telephoning all child

care centers licensed by the state in the cities selected
for this study (Appendix E) .

The names of child care

providers employed in each center were recorded and
assigned an ordinal number (Appendix F) .
8)

After participati on was procured, the following

demographics were collected from the center director on the
families served by the ce nte r:

mean family income, mean

parental educat i on, domi na nt type of occupation (manual
labor, skilled l abor , pro f es s ional, students).

Data on
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mean family constellation (single parent, two parent,
family size) and predominant ethnicity were also obtained
(Appendix G).

A review of this data, for the purpose of

nesting the univariate analysis of variance, showed that
the child care centers could not be evenly divided across
the variables of center size , income level of families
served, nor education level of families served.

In other

words, the child care centers were similar in their
heterogeneity. See Appendix H.
9)
manner.

Participants were selected in a systematic random
The number of participants drawn from each state

was adjusted for the relative population of child care
providers in the sample pool , and drawn in proportion to
that number.

This was done to insure that every person

from every state had the same probability of contributing.
The ordinal numbers assigned to each child care provider
were placed on a small slip of paper and, after mixing the
numbers in a hat, the proportion of numbers determined by
the sample pool of that state were drawn.

This drawing

determined the sample.
10)

The questionnaire was precoded and mailed to the

sample population (N=226).

The mailing also included a

stamped and addressed envelope to facilitate convenience in
responding.
11)

Two follow-up procedures were implemented to

ensure an optimal response rate:
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a.

a first follow-up post card was sent ten days

after the initial mailing (Appendix I).
b.

one week later a second follow-up, including

a letter (Appendix

J)

and an additional copy of the

questionnaire was mailed .
12)

Coded data were transferred from the

questionnaires to IBM coding forms.
13)

Data were analyzed.

14)

A report on the findings, conclusions and

recommendations was prepared .
Data Analyses
All close-ended questions were precoded onto the
questionnaire.

This facilitated the direct coding of each

instrument by the individual subjects as they recorded
their responses, thereby eliminating any bias in the
transfer of data.

Due to the extensive nature of the

study, the open-ended questions were not coded for this
analysis.

Frequency distributions and percentages were

obtained for all the quantitative data.
The dependent variable of knowledge was based on a
composite score of six questions (Q32-Q37, Appendix D).
These questions were self-rated, using a Likert scale.
Standards of theoretical and research knowledge and
practical skills outlined by the National Association for
the Education of Young Children in Early Childhood Teacher
Education Guidelines (NAEYC, 1982a), served as the
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theoret ica l base f or the questions .

They we r e des i gned t o

measur e how the post h igh school education of the
r espondents aided the i r knowl edge in creating, ev aluating
and selecting material appr opr iate for children with whom
they work, planning and put t i ng into action activities both
appropriate and challenging , written and oral communication
skills, mathematical ski l l s and a general knowledge of the
world, human dev elopment ac r oss the l i fe span, etc.
salary satisfacti on was based on a single score
reflecting the response of the participants to the category
which best described the i r satisfaction with their salary
(Q7, Appendix 0).

Categories were continuous from very

satisfied to very dissat i sfi ed .
The variable of rewards was also based on a single
score.

This question (Q2 3, Appendix 0) asked the

respondents to rank in order of importance from a selection
of five possible reasons , the r easons why they are chi ld
care providers.
orientation to the communi ty reflects a single selfrating Likert scale quest i on (Q2l, Appendix 0).

This

question was designed to measure how often the respondent
shares skills and information regarding young children in
different community settings outside their child care job .
Code of ethics was examined by six questions (Q26-Q31,
Appendix 0) .

Each question pr esented a scenario ofa

common profess i onal moral d i lemma based on the writ i ngs of
Katz and Ward (19 78) .

Each

s cen& ~ io

was concluded with
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thre e or four possible ways of dealing with the problem.
The respondents were asked to select the answer which came
closest to how they would feel most comfortable handling
the dilemma.

Two scenarios, which were deemed to be

representative by two child developmentalists of all six
moral problems, were selected for analysis .
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CHAPTER I V
RESULTS
Frequencies were run for information on the
demographics describing child care workers. An analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was also run with dependent variables
based on the constructs of professionality outlined by
Barber (1969) .

The following model was used: Y=C(i) + D(j)

+ I (k ) + A(l) + D(j) I (k ) + D( j )A(k) + I(k)A ( l) + E where C

states , D

z

education, I

professional meetings.

=

length of service, A =

The analysis of variance was as

follows:
~

g:

state

2

Education

3

Length of Service

4

Professional Meetings

2

Education x Length of Service

12

Education x Profess i onal Meetings

6

Length of Service x Professional Meetings

8

Error

93

Demographic Profile of current Child Care Workers
In this sample child care workers were overwhelmingly
female (92%), between twenty and thirty-five years of age
(twenty to twenty -fiv e , 25 .2 %; twenty-five to thirty-fiv e,
39.3%).

Most workers were employed thirty-two to forty
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hours per week (40 .7 %), with a no table portion (31.1%)
responding they work forty hours or more per week.
Further, the majori ty work thirty-six to fifty-two weeks
per year (92.6%).

For salary, 52.6% earned between $3.50

to $4 . 50 an hour.

Salary level was considered less than

satisfactory by 77%.

The length of time employed was one

to two years for 21.5%, three to five years for 27.4% and
six to nine years for 24.4%.

When asked to predict the

number of years they will remain working as child care
providers 27.4% said one to two years, 25.2% said three to
five years, and 23.7% said ten or more years (Table 6).
When asked to respond to questions regarding their
fringe benefits 51.9% of the child care workers did not
receive paid vacations, 71 . 9% did not receive health
insurance and 89.6% did not receive retirement benefits
(Table 7).
Regarding education, 40.7% report some college as
their highest educational level.

Marking all categories

which applied to their area(s) of study, the respondents
were proportionately divided among five of the six
categories:

general courses, 28.1%; Child Development,

33 . 3%; Early Childhood Educati on,· 32.6%; Elementary
Education, 31.1%; and other, 39.0%.

The majority of

respondents (62.2%) reported they did not have a degree or
certificate in Child Development, Early Childhood Education
or a related area (Table 8) .
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Tabl e 6
DemograJ;lhics of Ch ild Care Prov i d ers
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Gender

(n=135)

_%-

Male
Female

(n= 11)
(n=124)

8
92

~

(n=135)

1:

below 20
20-25
25-35
35-45
over 45

(n=
(n=
(n=
( n=
(n=

14)
34)
53)
25)
9)

10.4
25.2
39.3
18.5
6.7

Hours Employed
Per Week

(n=135)

_%-

1-10
11-15
16-20
21-28
28-32
32-40
over 40

(n=
(n=
(n(nz
(n=
(n=
(n=

2)
1)
10)
14)
11)
55)
42)

1.5
.7
7.4
10.4
8.1
40.7
31.1

Weeks Employed
Per Year

(n=135)

-----L-

13-26
26-36
36-52

(n- 2)
(n- 7)
(n=126)

1.5
5.1
92.6

Salary

(n=135)

_%-

below $3.50
$3.50-$4.50
$4.50-$5.50
$5.50-$6.50
$6.50-$7.50
above $7.50
no response

(n(n(n(n(n=
(n=
(n=

12)
71)
30)
10)
7)
4)
1)

8.9
52.6
22.2
7.4
5.2
3.0
.7
(table 6 continues)
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Tabl e 6 c on t inu e d
6.

7.

S.

Salary
Satisfaction

I n- 13 5)

very sat.
satisfied
neutral
dissat.
very dissat.

(n= 3)
(n= 2S)
(n~ 27)
(n- 55)
(n- 22)

2.2
20.7
20 . 0
40.7
16.3

How Long Employed
as a Child Care
Giver

(n-135l

_%-

< 1 y ear
1-2 years
3-5 years
6-9 years
10 or > yrs
no response

( n=
(n=
(n=
(n=
(n(n-

1S)
29)
37l
33)
17)
1)

13.3
21.5
27.4
24.4
12.6
.7

Years Intend to
Remain Employed
As a Child Care
Giver

(n-135l

~

< 1 year
1-2 years
3- 5 years
6-9 years
10 or > yrs
no response

(n(n=
(n(n(n(n-

13)
37)
34)
14)

9.6
27.4
25.2
10.4
23.7
3.7

32)

5)

-_
%-
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Tabl e 7
Fri nge Benefits of Child Care Providers
1.

2.

3.

Paid vacations

(n-13Sl

_%-

yes
no
no response

(n= 64)
(n- 70)
(n- 1)

47.4
S1.9
.7

Health J:nsurance

(n-13Sl

_%-

yes
no
no response

(n= 37)
(n= 97)
(n= 1)

27.4
71.9
.7

Retirement

(n=13Sl

_ %
-

yes
no
no response

(n,. 12)

8.9
89.6
loS

(n-121)
(n- 2)
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Table 8
Education of Child Care Providers
1.

2.

3.

Highest Education

(n=1351

_%-

some high school
high school graduate
some college
C.D.A.
B.A.jB.S.
some graduate work
graduate degree

(n=
(n=
(n=
(n=
(n=
(n=
(n=

3. 0
20 . 7
40.7
2.2
20.0
11..1
2.2

Area of study

(n=1.351

~

no college
general courses
child development
early childhood ed .
elementary education
other**

(n=
(n=
(n=
(n=
(n=
(n=

14 . 8
28.1
33.3
32 . 6
31..1
39.0

Degree or certificate in
Child Development, Early
Childhood Education or a
related area

(n=1351

_ %
-

yes
no
no response

(n= 48)
(n= 84)
(n= 3)

35. 6
62 . 2
2 .2

4)
28)
55)
3)
27)
15)
3)

20)
38)
45)
44)
42)
53)

*Respondents were asked to mark all categories that apply;
percentages total more than 100 percent.
**See Appendix K.
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Professional activities were surveyed with regard to
participation in inservice training, workshops, and/or
professional meetings outside the child care center,
affiliation with a professional association and reading
professional journals.

Three categories of participation

in inservice training best describe the majority of
participants; monthly participation was reported by 21.3%,
35.3% reported once or twice a year, and 28 . 7% reported
that inservice training was not offered in their centers.
Regarding participation outside the child care center in
workshops and/or professional meetings associated with
child care, 45.2% reported they did so once or twice a
year.

Most respondents (83%) reported they did not belong

to a local, state or national association.

Forty-three per

cent of the respondents likewise reported they do not read
professional journals (Table 9).
The respondents were also asked to respond to their
oreference of job title.

For those staff in a

t eaching/classroom management position, 34.2% preferred the
t itle of teacher.

The next preferred title was early

:hildhood teacher, selected by 30.6%.

Early childhood

!ducator was the title preferred by 25.2% of the
:eaching/classroom management staff.
Staff working directly under teaching personnel
ielected the preferred title of early childhood assistant
It the rate of 52.6%.
(Table 10).

Teacher's aid was preferred by 36.8%
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Tabl e 9
Professional Activities of Child Care Providers
1.

2.

3.

Participation in
Inservice Training

(n=135)

_%-

do not participate

(n= 14)

10.3

weekly or every
other week

(n=

4)

2.9

monthly

(n= 29)

21.3

once or twice a y ea r

(n= 48)

35.3

not offered

(n= 39)

28.7

no response

(n=

Participation outs i de
the Child Care Center
in Workshops and/or
Professional Meetings
Associated with Child
Care

(n=135)

_%-

do not participate

(n- 38)

28.1

once or twice a year

(n= 61)

45.2

three to five
times a year

(n= 22)

16.3

more than five
times a year

(n= 12)

8.1

no response

(n=

2.2

Professional Affiliation
in a Local, state or
National Association

(n=135)

do not belong

(n-112)

local

(n=

6)

4.4

state

(n= 13)

9.6

national

( n= 14)

10.3

.7

1)

3)

83

(Table 9 continues)
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Table 9 continued
Professional Activities of child Care Providers
4.

Professional Journal
Reading

(n=l35l

do not read professional
journals

(n~

58)

43.0

Child DeveloEment

(n= 19)

14.1

Young Children or
Childhood Education

(n= 38)

28.1

Child Care Information
Exchange

(n= 10)

7.4

other**

(n= 31)

23.0

~

*Respondents were asked to mark all categories that apply;
percentages total more than 100 percent.
**Responses listed as other:
Number of
ResEonses

Title of Journal
or Periodical

6

Instructor

5

Parents, Pre-K

3

Early Years, North American Montessori
Teachers' Association Quarterly

2

American Montessori Internationale
Journal, Constructive Triangle,
Psychology Today, Teacher, Turtle

1

Baby Talk, Building Blocks.
Child Care Quarterly, Education '86,
Family Circle, First Teacher,
Highlights, International Montessori
Society Paper, Learning, National
Center for Montessori Education
Reporter, Preschool Teacher, Preschool
Today, Woman's Day, Working Woman,
Zoo
Books.
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Table 10
Job Title Preference of Child Ca re Providers
1.

Job Title Preference
of Staff in a Teachi ng/
Classroom Management
Position
Early Childhood Teacher
Early Childhood Educator
Teacher
Other**

2.

Job Title Preference of
Staff Working Directly
Under Teaching Personnel
Early Childhood Assistant
Teacher's Aid
Other**

(n=l111*

__%_

(n= 34)

30.6

28)

25.2
34.2

(n=

(n= 38)

(n=

11)

9.9

(n=38)*

_ %
-

(n=20)
(n=14)

52.6

(n= 4)

10.5

36.8

*Respondents were asked to respond only to the question
which best described their current working position.
**Other responses appear in Appendix L.
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Dimensions of Professionality
separate univariate analysis of variance were run for
the dependent variables of knowledge, salary satisfaction,
rewards, and orientation to the community.

All main

effects and two way interactions were analyzed.
The main effect of education was significant for the
dependent measure of knowledge, F=3.2702, 3,93 df, R < .025
(Means :

high school = 21.786, sd

1.112; some college

25.155, sd = .892; college degree

27.589, sd = 2.438;

graduate work = 26 . 915, sd = 1.815).

Tests of least

significant differences between the means indicated that
care givers with some college education felt they had
gained less post high school knowledge about such factors
as communicating with parents, interacting with other
members of the instructional team etc. than care givers
with a college degree.

No other main effects were

significant.
The interaction between education and length of
service for the dependent measure of community orientation
was significant, F=1.8870, 12,93 df, R < .05.
1.

See Figure

Means and standard deviations appear in Appendix M.

Tests of least significant differences indicated
significant differences between those with a high school
education and ten years of service and those who had done
graduate work with ten years of service.
i nteractions were significant.

No other
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No significant difference was found in the univariate
analysis of variance for the variable rewards.

The

frequency distri bution of responses to the question
formulating this variable does, however, provide important
information.

Seeking to determine why the respondents had

chosen employment in the field of child care, the
participants of this study were asked to rank the reasons
why they chose to be a child care provider.

From a

selection of five possible reasons, child care workers from
all three states overwhelmingly chose enjoyment of children
as their most important reason.

This response was chosen

by 84.4% of the respondents as their number one reasons for
employment in the field .
Flexibility of working hours and the possibility of
having their own children with them was the next response
selected most frequently as the most important reason for
choosing child care for employment.

This response was

selected by 11.1% of the participants.
Because code of ethics was measured nominally, chisquare tests were performed for this variable. In order not
to increase experiment-wise error rate only two questions,
which were deemed by two child developmentalists to be
representative of all six moral problems, were chosen for
the analysis.

While it is recognized that these chi-

square tests do not have high reliability due to the number
of cells with low expected frequency, the tests are
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Further, the chi-square analysis shows that Ethics 2 and
length of employment are not independent of each other
(X2 (8,H=l29)=22.48,

Independence was shown on

~< . 004l).

Ethics 2 for education level (X2 (6,H=l30)=l2.0l,

~<.06l7)

and the number of professional meetings attended per year
(X2 (4,H-127)-5.11,

See Table 12.

~<.2758).

Table 12
Chi-square Test Ethics 2 by Length of Employment

1-2
years

3-5
years

6-9
years

10>

year
Response j/l
Respect/
Redirect

8
44.4%

6
22.2%

5
13.9%

4
12.5%

4
25%

20.9%

Response j/2
Discuss
Value

8
44.4%

21
77.8%

31
86.1%

28
87.5%

12
75%

77.5%

< 1

Response j/3
Disregard

2
11.1%

0

0

0

0

0%

0%

0%

0%

Predicted
Rate

1.6%

The second question used for data analysis (Ethics 4)
looked at responses to the problem of a request from
parents to teach more academics (Q-29, Appendix D).

The

first answer to this question stated that the child care
provider would begin introducing into the day's program
some activities directed toward academic skills.

The

second possible answer states that the child care provider
would disregard the pressure and continue with their
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program as before.

The third answer states that the child

care provider would feel most comfortable in dealing with
this problem by reading some articles by an authority in
the field of early childhood education on teaching academic
skills and then making a decision.
The chi-square test shows independence for Ethics 4
and state (X2 (4,H=130)=3.44, R<.4869), education level

(X2(6,H=130)=9.07, R<.1696 ) and length of employment (X2
(8,H=129)=2.61, R<.9563).
Independence was not shown for Ethics 4 and the number of
professional meetings attended in a year (X2

(4,H-127)-10.50, R<.0328).

See Table 13.

Table 13
Chi-Square Test Ethics 4 by Professional Meetings

Do not
participate

1, 2 mtgs
a year

Response #1
Begin
introducing

14
38.9%

18
31%

Response #2
Disregard

4
11.1%

Response #3
Read and make 18
a decision
50%

3 or more
mtgs a year

Predicted
Rate

2
6.1%

26.8%

7
12.1%

6
18.2%

13.4%

33
56.9%

25
75.8%

59.8%

X2 (4,H=127)=10.50, R<·0328
Patterns were examined in those cross-tabulations not
showing independence.

In the cross-tabulation of Ethics 2

by state , the response rate from Idaho is shown to be
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remarkably close to the predicted overall response rate on
all three responses.

The predicted response rate for each

of the 3 states on answer number one was 21.5% with Idaho's
total response rate at 20.0%.

Predicted response rate for

answer number two was 76.9% with Idaho's response rate
totaling 80.0%.

For answer number three the predicted

response rate was 1.5% with Idaho's total response rate at
0%.
Comparing the responses of child care providers from
Oregon to the predicted response rate shows a dramatic
pattern.

with a predicted response rate of 21.5% on answer

number one, Oregon's total response rate was 2.4%.

For

answer number two the predicted response rate was 76.9% and
Oregon's response rate totaled 97.6%.

Answer number three

had a predicted response rate of 1.5% compared to Oregon's
actual response rate of 0%.
Utah's response rate shows a pattern noticeably
dissimilar to the other two participating states.

With

21.5% as the predicted response rate for answer number one,
Utah was the only state with an actual response rate
totalling higher than the predicted with 37.7%.

with a

response rate of 58.5% for answer number two Utah was the
only state with a response rate that was lower than the
predicted . rate of 76.9%.

Utah was also the only state with

respondents selecting answer number three.

The predicted

response rate was 1.5% with an actual response rate of
3.8%.
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Examining the cross-tabulations of Ethics 2 by length
of employment the following patterns are noted.

For those

child care providers employed less than one year, the
responses differed remarkably from the predicted rate of
response.

For the first answer the predicted rate of

response was 20.9%.

Child care providers employed less

than one year chose this response at a rate of 44.4%.

The

predicted response rate for answer number two was 77.5%.
Child care providers employed less than one year also chose
this answer at the rate o f 44.4%.

Answer number three had

a predicted response rate of 1.6% and only child care
providers employed less than one year chose this response
as the way they would feel most comfortable handling the
problem.

The actual response rate was 11.1%.

For child care providers employed 2 to 3 years the
pattern of response mirrors the predicted rate of response.
Answer number one, with a predicted response rate of 20 . 9%,
was chosen by 22.2% of this group of care givers.

The

second answer was selected a t a rate of 77.8% compared to
the predicted rate of 77.5%.

No child care providers

employed 1 to 2 years selected answer number three. The
predicted response rate was 1.6% with an actual response
rate of 0%.
Child care providers employed three to five years
responded in a pattern which also varies from the predicted
rate.

The first answer, with a predicted rate of 20.9% was

selected by this group at a rate of 13.9%.

Answer number
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two with a predicted rate of 77.5% was chosen by 86.1%.

No

child care providers in this group chose answer number
three for a response rate of 0% compared to the predicted
rate of 1.6%.
The next group of child care providers , those employed
six to nine years show a response pattern which is parallel
to the previous group .

For answer number one, the

predicted rate was 20.9% and 12 . 5% of this group of care
givers chose this answer .

The second answer was selected

at a rate of 87.5% compared to the predicted rate of 77 . 5%.
The third response, with a predicted rate of 1 . 6%, was not
selected by any care givers in this category.

The actual

response rate was 0%.
The final group of child care providers, those
employed ten or more years responded at the following rate.
Answer number one was selected by 25.0% of this group
compared to a predicted rate of 20.9% .

With a predicted

rate of 77.5%, the second answer was chosen by 75.0% of
this group of care givers.

No child care providers in this

group chose answer number three for a response rate of 0%
compared to the predicted rate of 1.6%.
An examination of the cross-tabulation of the Ethics 4
question and attendance at professional meetings reveals
less dramatic trends.

For those child care givers who do

not participate in professional meetings, 38.9% chose
answer number one, which is somewhat above the predicted
rate of 26.8%.

This category of care giver chose answer
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number two at a rate of 11.1% compared to the marginal rate
of 13.4%.

Answer number three was selected by 50% of these

care givers which was below the predicted rate of 59.8%.
For those care givers who attend one or two
professional meetings a year, 31.0% chose answer number
one, compared to the marginal rate of 26.8%.

Answer number

two was selected at a rate of 12.1% by this group of care
givers, which shows little deviation from the predicted
rate of 13.4%.

The predicted rate of selection for answer

number three was 59.8% and 56.9% of this category of care
giver selected this response.
The final group of care givers were those who attend
three or more professional meetings a year.

They selected

answer number one at a rate of 6.1% contrasted to the
predicted rate of 26.8% .

Answer number two had a predicted

response rate of 13.4% and was selected by 18.2% of this
group.

The third response was selected by 75.8% of this

category of care givers , above the predicted rate of 59.8%.
Summary of the Major Findings
This study of a cross sectional sample of child care
workers in the western united states found those workers to
be overwhelmingly female and young.

only one-third of the

workers had a baccalaureate degree or higher.

For those

who had attended college, the areas of study were
diversified .

Most child care workers do not belong to a

professional organization.

Less than half read
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professional journals.
More than half of the respondents had been employed as
a child care provider five years or less .

In addition,

more than half of the participants plan to leave this field
of employment within five years.

These workers are

employed full-time and earn $4.50 or less per hour.
than half are dissatisfied with their salaries.

More

Less than

half of the workers receive the fringe benefits of paid
vacations, health insurance, and retirement.
Education level was found to significantly influence
the perceived amount of knowledge as reported by the child
care workers.

Care givers with some college reported they

had gained less post high school knowledge than those care
givers with a college degree.

Education and length of

employment were found to have a significant effect on the
care giver's orientation to the community.

Care givers

with more education and more length of service were found
to be less oriented to the community .
Patterns were shown in the responses to code of ethics
type dilemmas.

Responses were analyzed on the question

regarding a request from a parent for a child to do more
arts and crafts type projects.

Child care workers from

Oregon were overwhelmingly more likely than care givers
from Utah or Idaho to choose to discuss this request with
the parent for the purpose of explaining the value of
unstructured art.
Length of employment also had significant effects on
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the choice of response to this dilemma.

The longer a

person had been employed as a child care giver, the more
likely he/ she was to choose to discuss this request with
the parent.
Responses to the moral dilemma of being asked to
introduce more academics into the program showed
significance by attendance at professional meetings.

The

more professional meetings attended per year, the more
likely the care giver is to read what authorities in child
development and early childhood education say about
teaching academics before making a decision on the request.
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Chapter V
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to examine the degree to
which professional dimensions are found in child care
workers.

Further, this study sought to build upon earlier

exploratory studies by examining the common demographics of
a cross-sectional random sample of child care workers.
This descriptive information was utilized to create a
demographic profile of workers currently employed in the
field of child care.
Demographic Profile of Current child Care Workers
The results of this study using a cross-sectional
random sample of child care workers provide a contrast and
important comparisons to earlier studies (Hostetler &
Klugman, 1982; NAEYC, 1984) which used samples based upon
professional affiliation.

While each study found an

overwhelming majority of child care workers to be female,
important differences between this and previous studies are
found in all other areas.
For age, the earlier studies showed the majority of
workers to be thirty or older.

This study found the

majority to be thirty-five or younger.

Even recognizing

the disparity in response categories for age used by the
stUdies, the results indicate that by looking at a crosssectional sample, child care workers are in fact younger
than previous studies would indicate.
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Low salaries and inadequate fringe benefits are major
concerns in the field of c hild care, and this study finds
these problems to be of e v en greater magnitude than
previously found.
This study found the majority of child care workers
were earning a maximum average of $9360 per year.

This

figure is $5639 to $6240 less than the maximum average
incomes reported in earlier studies.

As could be expected,

the majority of workers responded that they feel this
salary is less than satisfactory.

In addition, for all

three fringe benefits investigated in this study, the
actual percentage of workers receiving each benefit is
lower than both earlier studies found. It is clearly
indicated that by looking at all child care providers
rather than just those belonging to a professional
organization, low salaries and lack of fringe benefits are
distressingly more of a problem than previously believed.
A previous study supported the claim that child care
providers work long hours , with over half of the
respondents to the NAEYC (1984) study describing the hours
they work as 31-40 hours per week.

An overwhelming

majority of the participants in this study indicated they
worked 32 hours or more per week.

In fact, almost one-

third of the child care respondents indicated they work
forty hours or more per week.
Perhaps an indication of how child care providers feel
about working under such conditions may be found in the
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participants' responses to how long they plan to remain
employed as a child care giver.

Over half of the

respondents indicate they plan to leave the field in five
years or less.
commi~ment

This response also indicates a lack of

to the field of child care.

This study fails to support the commonly accepted
stereotype of child care workers that includes the notion
that they are poorly educated.

However, in this study the

results of just how educated they are differs from the
results revealed in previous studies.

Both earlier studies

found an overwhelming majority of workers to have at least
a baccalaureate degree.

In contrast, this study found that

to be true for only one-third of the respondents.

This

discrepancy may be explained by the fact that previous
studies included college faculty as well as administrators
in child care.

This study focused on those providing the

direct care of children.
The results of the present study support a present
concern in the educational background of child care
workers.

Looking at the major area of study in college, it

was found that a child care worker was somewhat more likely
to have studied in some other field, which includes such
areas of study as business or political science, as to have
studied in the fields of child development or early
childhood education.

This concern is further supported

with almost t wo-thirds of the respondents reporting they do
not have a degree or certificate in child development,
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earl y childhood educat io n or a related field.
This wide div ersity in the preparatory backgrounds of
child care workers may serve to explain a lack of
cohesiveness in terms of preferred job titles.

The

respondents were divided in their choice of a title that
best describes what a child care worker does.
ostensibly, affiliat i on with a professional
association can provide workers with important information,
support group networking, as well as enhance a sense of
professional identity.

However, this study found that an

overwhelming majority of child care providers claim no such
association.

This may be through lack of commitment to the

field, or because of a lack of awareness of the benefits of
such groups.

It may perhaps even signal a lack of

knowledge of the existence of such groups.

While both

previous studies sought to provide insight into the
commonalities of child care workers, the limitation of
examining only those cla i ming professional association is
clearly problematic .

The finding of this study which

reveals a very low rate o f association with professional
organizations, serves as a salient reminder of the need for
the use of a cross-sectional sample when looking at child
care providers .
Professional Dimensions
Knowledge
This study found tha t education level significantly
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influences the amount of knowledge child care providers
feel they have gained since completing high school.

It is

interesting to note that the data revealed that knowledge
increased concomitantly with education with the exception
of those child care workers who have done graduate work or
who have a graduate degree.

Care givers reporting some

graduate work or a graduate degree as their highest
education level had lower knowledge scores than those care
givers with a B.A./B.S. degree.
This significant difference may be a result of the
higher educated care givers having a greater awareness of
the complexity and diversity of the knowledge base.
Therefore in comparison, their own knowledge appears less
complete.
9J;:~...!ltp~i9...!l~.h!L..QQl!\J!1ill1..itY.

The likelihood of a care giver being involved in
community service which will benefit young children is
determined to a significant degree by the interaction of
education and length of employment as a child care worker.
Care givers that are most likely to have done such service
for the community are those with a B.A./B.S. that have been
employed less than one year.

Care givers least likely to

serve the community have been employed 10 years or more,
have done some graduate work or have a graduate degree.
These data indicate that a college education does, to
a certain point, encourage engaging in the professional
activity of serving the community for reasons beyond
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moneta ry gain .

That this influence does not continue for

those care givers of longer employment with even higher
education may be a signal that these workers are
experiencing burnout .

Care givers suffering from burnout

would find it difficult, as could be expected, to be
involved in service outside of their employment. On the
other hand, these care givers may have stronger commitments
outside of their employment.

Demands of marriage and

family may simply prevent involvement in community service.
Code of Ethics
Examining the variation of responses to the code of
ethics question regarding arts & crafts projects by state,
child care givers from Utah were overwhelmingly more likely
to choose response number one than were participants from
Oregon and Idaho.

This response of respecting the parent's

wishes and redirecting the child to do more arts and crafts
type projects may signal a lack of acceptance among child
care workers in Utah of the value of unstructured art.

It

may also be indicative of a high regard, by Utah care
givers, for parents and their right to have the final say
in what is most important for their child.

A

contraindication of this view would be the response rate to
answer number three which was to disregard the parent's
wishes and allow the child to play where he/she chooses.
Only teachers from Utah chose this response as their most
likely method of dealing with the problem. Choice of this
response may suggest both a disregard of parental requests
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a nd a n unwill i ngness to enter i nto d iscussions wi t h
parents .

Further interpretation of this pattern o f

response may indicate the absence of an accepted philosophy
and basic teaching goals in Utah's child care centers.
without accepted and well understood direction, child care
providers could possibly be both more influenced by
parents' wishes and less likely to respond to any
direction , no matter what the source.
The dramat i c trend for Oregon child care providers to
select answer number two, which was to discuss the matter
with the parent, explaining the value of unstructured art
for the child, as their most likely response would indicate
an acceptance of the value of this type of art for young
children .

Furthermore, a willingness to discuss this value

with the child's parents is indicated.

Care givers from

Idaho followed the same trend as care givers from Oregon
but the pattern is less dramatic.
Length of employment showed distinct patterns of
response to the question regarding a request for more arts
and crafts projects.

Child care providers employed less

than one year were the group most likely to choose the
response to respect the parent's wishes and redirect the
child to complete more of the desired projects.

This rate

of response may indicate a willingness by these care giv ers
to respect par ent's wi s hes and to plea se parents as well as
the likelihood of being easily influenced by direct i ves
from others.

Further , it may be indicative of a lack of
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security in an awareness of what is best for young
children.

These novice care givers were the group least

likely to choose to respond to this problem by discussing
the matter with parents in an effort to explain the value
of unstructured art for young children.

This may be a

further indication that this group lacks a sense of
security in knowing what is best for young children.
Moreover, feeling this sense of inadequacy and because of
their lack of experience, these workers may have chosen not
to respond in such a manner because of a reluctance to
discuss this or any matter with parents.
Length of employment for those workers employed one to
nine years indicates a consistent pattern of response to
this scenario.

The greater the length of employment, the

less likely the child care provider is to choose to
redirect the child to do more arts and crafts projects
because of a request from a parent. Furthermore, the
greater the length of employment, the more likely the child
care worker is to choose to discuss the matter with the
parent.

No child care provider employed a year or longer

chose the response to disregard the parent's request.

This

pattern of response indicates that up to a certain point,
the longer a care giver is employed, the more likely the
care giver is to have an awareness of the value of
unstrnctnred art in meeting the developmental needs of
young children.

Moreover, years of service enhance a child

care giv er's willingness to discuss with a parent what is
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considered best for the child.

In addition, this

hypothetical request from the parent was valued to the
degree that any course of action was preferred over
choosing to disregard a parent's request.
This pattern of responding, however, does not hold
true for care givers employed ten years or longer.

This

may indicate that workers in this group reflect a different
school of thought which does not place high value on
unstructured art.

This group may also include older care

givers who choose to respect the parents' wishes or to try
to please the parents rather than to seek to re-educate
them.
Cross-tabulations of the responses to the code of
ethics scenario regarding academic skills, and the number
of professional meetings a child care provider attends per
year, reveal additional trends.

This analysis indicates

that the more professional meetings the care giver attends
per year, the less likely the care giver is to choose to
succumb to pressure and begin introducing academics that he
or she feels are inappropriate for the children.
Furthermore, the more meetings attended per year, the more
likely the care giver is to choose the response to
disregard the pressure and continue with the current
program.

Increased attendance also increases the choice of

the response to read some articles by authorities in the
field before making a decision.
This consistent trend would indicate that a higher
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rate of attendance at p rof essional meetings is likely to
increase a care giver's c onfidence in earlier decisions
regarding curriculum.

An awareness of what is appropriate

for young children is also heightened through increased
attendance.

In addition, a willingness to read what

authorities say may indicate that meetings provide
necessary information such as who the authorities are and
where a care giver can find what they have written on
different issues.
Furthermore, attendance at professional meetings
decreases the likelihood of a child care provider making
changes based on perceived pressure to do so.

Moreover,

the likelihood of making a decision without strengthening
an awareness of what the authorities say is decreased.
Rewards
More than four out of five care givers reported that
their enjoyment of children was the number one reason they
chose employment in this field.

This preference to work

with children indicates that these workers do find a sense
of reward in their work since all the respondents provided
direct care to children.
Limitations
This study, like all mailed surveys, is limited by the
fact that not all the child care providers who were chosen
to participate actually did so by completing and returning
the questionnaire.

A further limitation of the study is
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the time of year the data were gathered.

The child care

centers were contacted in August, and the questionnaires
were distributed and returned in September.

This is a time

of year when many child care centers are in a state of
transition.

Enrollment is often low resulting in fewer

care givers or the center being temporarily closed. This
time factor perhaps also aided the stUdy.

During this time

of transition, the child care workers who responded may
have in fact had more time to be analytical in responding
to the survey.
The demographics of the three cities selected for this
study show them to be both similar and representative of
cities in the western united States.

The remarkable

homogeneity of the populations of these cities does,
however, limit the generalizability of this study.

All

three cities show a low percentage ot Black Americans as
well as low percentages of ethnic groups.

This factor

would make these cities less than representative ot all
cities in the United States.
The inclusion ot ditferent scoring methods in the
questionnaire may limit the reliability ot the instrument.
While some ot the constructs employed a single question,
several used a multiple question tormat.
Using chi-square tests to analyze the data for the
variable code of ethics, several cells had an expected
frequency of less than five.

Furthermore, it is recognized

that in this analysis, that some

~ells

had a count of zero.
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Therefore, the statistical significance of this analysis is
limited.
Implications
The results of this study provide insights into the
present standing of child care in its move toward
professionalism.

Comparing the data of this study with

Barber's constructs . of professionality reveals that child
care has not yet met the basic requirements of professional
status.

The knowledge dimension is not at a professional

standing.
education.

Child care workers have a low level of
Moreover, many educated care givers come from

backgrounds unrelated to child care.

The perceived level

of knowledge was high as reported by participants in the
study.

However, those activities which strengthen the

knowledge base showed low levels of participation.
Inservice training was either not available to or not
utilized by over one-third of the respondents.

The reading

of professional journals is at a low rate and many
respondents cited popular magazines as professional
journals.
The acceptance of minimum standards of education for
entrance into the field of child care will strengthen the
knowledge component.

By requiring workers to have a

college degree in child development or early childhood
education, the likelihood of a stronger knowledge base is
increased.
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Making inservice training available to all child care
workers will both increase and maintain their knowledge.
Acquainting these workers with the invaluable resource of
professional journals will also help to strengthen this
area and the field's move to professional status.
Child care workers find their employment rewarding in
the sense that the main reason they have the job is because
they enjoy working with children.

This element of reward ,

however, fails to foster commitment to the field of child
care.

with a high percentage of workers planning to leave

the field within five years, child care has not reached a
professional level in rewarding its employees.
Salaries need to be higher.

Child care workers need

to receive those fringe benefits which are common in
America's work force .

By increasing the compensation they

receive for the work they do, child care providers will
likely experience increased job satisfaction.
Strengthening the rewarding element of doing a job they
enjoy, child care workers will also strengthen their
standing as a profession.
Patterns of response on questions of moral dilemma
signal that child care providers are beginning to accept a
code of ethical behavior.

Most workers selected answers

which indicate that the basic needs and rights of
individuals they work with are being recognized and
respected.
Voluntary association with professional groups will
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Affiliation with such groups will enhance the field's
efforts to regulate the sta ndards of child care.
Furthermore, the formali z ed acceptance of a professional
code of ethics will be facilitated.

The increase in

membership of professional groups associated with child
care will aid the efforts of the field in achieving
professional recognition.
The professional dimen sion of being oriented toward
serving the community, is not at a professional level for
the field of child care.

Child care providers have a low

rate of choosing to share their skills and information
about young children with the community.
The demonstration of a sense of commitment to the
community and to society at large will enhance the
professional status of child care.

Again, association with

professional groups would facilitate this activity.
Conclusions
The demographics of a cross-sectional sample of child
care providers create a notably different profile of those
workers than one created by a sample based on professional
affiliation.

Those areas which are cited as problematic in

the field of child care appear to be even more severe than
early studies indicate.
Child care providers work long hours and are poorly
paid.

Most workers do n ot receive common fringe benefits

of paid vacation, health insurance and retirement.

The
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majority of child care workers do not have a college
education.

Many workers come from an educational

background unrelated to child care.
An overwhelming majority of workers claim no
association with a professional group.
professional journals.

Few read

Participation in inservice training

is at a low level. Child care workers do not agree on
preferred nomenclature .
child care has not achieved professional status based
on the dimensions of professionality set forth by Barber
(1969).

Education was found to significantly effect

knowledge.

This professional dimension may be strengthened

by higher levels of education and stronger programs of
inservice training.
orientation to the community was found to be
significantly effected by the interaction of education with
length of employment .

Affiliation with a professional

organization was recommended as a means to strengthen this
dimension.
This same recommendation was given as a plausible way
to facilitate the acceptance of a code of ethics for child
care.

Findings suggest that workers are beginning to

adhere to such a code of behavior.
Finally, child care workers plan to leave the field at
a high rate.

Increasing their job compensation may enhance

job satisfaction and the level of reward and thus
strengthen their commitment of the child care profession.
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Stateme n t o f t h e PI to the I RB for Proposed
Resea r c h Invo l v i n g Hu ma n S ub jec t s
Propos al Title Pr ofe ssiona 1i sm in Day Care Ha r ke r s

Principal Investigator· Ann ~1. Serghout Aust i n

Dept . ~ Ex t .152 7

~tudent Researcher __C
::.:a:.:.r.:.
ol:....::
J.:.oa:.:n:....:.:
A:.:.
"''''9'''
a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Oept.~ Ext.~

....!<.
8.

Human sub j ects wi l l p ar ticipat e in t his resea rch and be
the followin g :
complete a ma il ed quest i on nai re

a ske~

to d o

The po te n t ia l b ene fits t o be g"i ne d f ro m the pt"opose d r e s e ar ch a r e :

To or ov i de i nsi gh t s into the nation wide movemen t t oward pr ofe s s ional iz a ti on
f or the fiel d of ch ild ca r e.

c.

Th e risk ( s) to t h e r igh t s ann welf a re o f human subjects involved are :

no r i sk s

D.

The following saf eg uards / me as ures to mitigate / minimize the i d ent i f i ed
ris k s will be tak en: the ques t ionnai r e was de si gned to be non-embarr as s i ng

a nd no n- thr e a tening and the refor e no risks are involved
E.

Th e info rmed consent p r oc ed u res f o r s ubj e c t s will be as f ollows:
( Ex p l a in proce d ur es t o be f o ll o we d an d atta ch a n exa mn l e o f th e
informed c o nsent i n strument) the r e wil l be no atta c hed in fonned con sent

beca use t he subjects ha ve control ovet pa rt iCipatio n
F.

Th e fol l ow i n g me asures re g ar :H ng c onfid enti a li ty o f subjects wi 11 b e
tak en : no nmaes wil l be atta ched t o the qu estions. A numbered codi ng sys t em wi 11

be used t o i de nt i f t he subjec ts for r ema ili ng pur po ses only and will only be avai l able
t o the r es ea r c he r s .
e num er Wl
e l scar e
e a re a a ana yS 1 s.
G.

Other :

(If, in your opin io n no , or mi n ima l ,

risk: to sub jec ts ex i s t s ,

pl e as e e xplai n in this sect io n ) There i s no ri sk to the pa r ticip ant s . The
i;- qu e stio ns bei ng a s ked are the t ype of que sb on t ha t any pro fe ssl ona i wO Uld aSk ahO the r
:::. co ll ea gue .

;;

/~ N 2a A ~ 4u-r4
Principal Inv e s tlgat o r S ignature "

S tudent~

Resear c h e r sigh a tu r e

" A sturient r esear c h~r s h ou ld n i\me h i s / h~r ativis o r o r ch.'l ir mi\n ,' s
t h e p r in cipa l investi g;l to r.
90th i\re require. l t o l'ii g n thi l'i fo r m.
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~

U TAH

STATE

UNIVERSITY

LOGAN

UTAH 84322

O FFICE O F TH E vice PRESIDENT

FOR RESEARCH
Te1eonOfle180 1) 750- 1180

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Dr. Ann H. Berghout Austin and Carol Joan Armga

FROM:

Sydney Peter son

DATE:

August 8, 1986

SUBJECT:

proposal Entitled ,

·Pr ofessio nalism in Day Ca re

Wor k ers"

The abo ve referenced proposal has been reviewed by
this office and is exempt from further review by the
Institutional Re view Board .
However, the IRS strongly
recommends that you, as a resear c her, maintain continual
vi gil of the importance o f ethical research conduct.
Further, wh i le your research project does not require a

signed informed co nsent, you sho u ld consider (a) offering a
general introducti on to your research goals, and (b)
informing, in writ ing or through oral presentation, each
participant as to the r ights of the subject to
confi dentiality, pr iv acy, or withdrawal at any time from the
research exper ience .
The research activities listed below are exempt
from IRS review based on HHS re gul a t ions published in the
Federa l Register, Volume 4 6 , No . 16, January 26, 1981, p.
8387.
1.
Research co nduc t ed in estab li shed or commo nl y
accepted educati o nal settings , involv ing nor mal edu c ational
practices , such as (a) researc h o n regular and special
educat i on inst r uct io nal s trategies, or (b) ins tru ctio n
techn iques, cur r ieu la, o r classroom management methods.

2.
Resear ch involving the use of educatio nal
tests (co gniti ve, diagnostic , aptitude, achievement) , if
information t aken fr om these sou rc es is rec o rded in such a
manner that subjects ca nn ot be i dentified, directl y or
through identifiers linked to the subjects.
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Dr . Ann M. Berghout Austin and Carol Joa n Armga
August 8, 1986
Page t ..... o
3.
Resear ch i nvol v ing surveyor intervie .....
procedures, except ..... here al l of the following conditions
exist:
(a) responses are recorded in such a manner that the
human subjects can be identified, directly or through
identifiers linked to the subjects , (b) the subject's
responses, if they became known outside the research, could
reasonably place the subject at risk of criminal or civil
liability or be damaging to the subject 's financial standing
o r employability, and (c) the research deals with sensitive
aspects of the subject's o ..... n behavior, such as illegal
conduct, drug use, sexual be havior, o r use of alcohol. All
research i nvo lvi ng surveyor inte r vie w procedu res is exempt,
without exception, when the res po ndents are elected or
appoi nted public of f icials or ca nd i dates for public office.

4.
Research i n volv ing the observation (i ncludin g
observ ation by participants) of public behavior, except
where all of the following condit i o ns exist:
(a)
observa tions are rec o rded in such a manner that the human
subjects can be identified, directl y or through identifiers
li nked to the subjects, (b) the observatio ns re corded about
the individual, if they became known ou tside the research,
could reasonabl y place the subject at risk of criminal or
civil liability or be dama g ing to the subject's financial
sta nding or employability, and (c) the research deals with
sensitive aspects of the su b je ct's own behavior suc h as
illegal conduct, drug u se, se xual behavior, or use of
alco hol.
5.
Research involving the col le c ti o n or study o f
existing data. documents, r e c or ds, pathological specimens,
i f these s o urces are pub l icly available or if the
i nformat io n is recorded by th e investigator in such a manner
that subjects cannot be ide ntified, directly or thr o ugh
identifie rs linked t o th 3ubjects.
Yo u r resear ch
exemption number 3.

sZ::r./:~:::"

Staff Assistant

is

exempt

from

review

based

on
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1988
UTAH STATE UNI VERSITY CENTENNIAL
DEPARTM ENT Of FAMll YAN D HUMAN DEVELOPM ENT
College of Family Lif e
Logan , Utah 84322-2905

July 1, 1987
Dear Research Participant:
Thank you for your participation Fall ,1986,in my study
on child care providers. A total of 144 care givers from
Salt Lake City , Utah ; Eug ene, Oregon; and Boise, Idaho
participated in the stud y. Interesting and important
information about child c are workers was gathered.
The study found that child care providers are mostly
female and between the ages of 20 and 35. The majority of
workers are employed full-time earning between $3.50 and
$4.50 per hour . Most workers are less than satisfied with
their salaries . Less than half of the reporting care
givers receive the fringe benefits of paid vacation, health
insurance and retirement . One-third of the care givers
reported that their highe s t level of education is a
baccalaureate degree or higher. The care givers were
somewhat more likely to have an education background in
some other field than to have studied child development or
early childhood education .
Most child care workers do not claim membership in a
professional organization . Few read professional journals .
Participation in inservi c e training is at a low level.
The study also examined the data to assess child
care's status in seeking professional recognition. Four
dimensions of professiona1ity were utilized. They were:
knowledge, rewards, code of ethics and orientation to the
community. This study found that the field of child care
has not yet met the basic requirements of professional
status.
Thank you again for helping in this study. Please
feel free to share the above information with all of the
staff in the center where you work .
Sincerely,

Carol Armga
Master's Candidate in Ch i ld Development

"launching the Second Century"
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UTA H

5 TATE

UN I V E R 5 I T Y • L 0 CAN , UTA H 84322·29 05

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND HUMAN m V ElO PM EN T

September 9, 1986
Dear Child Care Provider,
Woning in child care is an exciting and demonding job.

I am doing

a study to glin infol'lllltion about the people .ho do this important job ,
The pur-pose of the study is to show that child care is a valuable service

in our conmunities .
You have been carefully selected to participate in this study and
represent oth.r child care providers in your city.

Your name. however.

will neYlr be used in any way with this research or the results.

The

questionnaire has an identification nWllber for mailing purposes only.
This is so we ...y check your n_ off of the mail ing list .hen your

questionnafre is returned .

Your name will never be placed on the

ques t i onna ire.
This booklet contafns 40 questfons desfgned to provide fnsfght fnto
'IIfh.t you do as a child care provider .

Completing the questionnaire will

take only approximately 20 minutes of your time.

Your a"swe" w111 help

the child can profession mave forward in positive .ays.
Thank you for your help.

Sincerely.
Carol Armqa
Graduate Stud&nt in Child Oevelopmt.nt
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I -~

IO :0:0.

PLEASE CIRCLE Tf!::

I'li~BE R (S)

TO THE A:O:S IO ER(S) YOU

(5)

Q- I .

I!-1 EACH QU ESn OS

CO~Sro ER

TO BE THE

~OS T

'~'HrCH

Are you tillplovtd as a child care giver in a d. y cart center ,
preschool, or other child care setting?
(CIRCL E ONE NL'MBER)

I.

(6)

(7)

Q-2.

Q-J.

CORRES?O:O:O (S)

APPROPRIATE.

,.,
'0

IO hu is your
I.

Hale

2.

Female

~?

(C{RCl E OSE NIDiBER)

!.lIa t is your !S!? (CIRCLE OS E

1.

un<!e ~

20 yea rs

1.

20- 25

~' ea

l.

B - 35 yea r s

'.

J5 -4 5 years

\.

"

years

rs

'"'

older

Nu~BER)
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For offic"
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~ _I..

How many hours a ,.. eek ara you emploYed as a child care giver?
~ l;'!13E3. )

(CI RCL E OSt:

1 [ 0 l O hours

(9)

Q-S.

15 hours

2.

tt

"

J.

l6

[0

4.

21 co 28 hours

5.

..

"n

7.

40 plus hours

20 hours

to 32 hours
to 40 hours

How many "" ih!ks a year are you employed as a e.hild can give r ?
(C IRCLE ONE NL'XBER)
I.

(to)

Q- 6 .

less t han 12 ",uk!!

2.

13 to 26 Io'uks

).

26 co )6lo'uks

4.

)6 co 52 weeks

How much do you earn par hour a s a child care s:iver~
( CIRCLE ONE

S t~SER)

l.

le s s ch"n 5J.50 an hour

2.

$).50 t o S4 .S0an hour

J.

54.50 to 55 . 50 an hour

'.

5;.;0 co S6.50 an hour

..
5.

56.;0 co 57.50 ,In hour
more than 57.50 an hou r
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For office
use only
Q- l.

HO!J satisfi e d are you !Jith

1.

Ve r,/ s ., H istied

2.

Sa tis i

3.

Seut r al

,.

Dissa t isfied

,.
(L2)

Q-8 .

you r~?

~l~BERl

{CI RClE ONE

~e d

Ve r y disu tisfied

Do you recelved paid v.ac.ations in your child cau job?
(CIRCL E ONE NUMBER)

y"
~o

(1))

Q-9.

Do you reCi!lve hulch insur.ance benefit!! in your chUd
care job? (CI RCLE

([!,)

I.

'las

2.

1'0

Q-IO.Do you receive

O~E

:iL1fBER)

~

j;)b~

( CIRCLE ONE

1.

Yes

2.

~o

benefits in your child c.are

1'l~BER)
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For off ice
us~

( ..

only
Q_14 ,

',;'hu 1s yo ur highest educu 10nal level?

(CIRCLE ONE NU:18ER)

soce high school
2.

high school diploma/CEO

3.

some college

!..

eOA

5.

graduated fra il! c o llege (pl eaSlit specHy the clegru yo u

urned and you r ma jo r Held of , cuey )

Q- 15.

6,

s Ollie graduate \Jor k (please s pe cify major and numbar of hour')

1.

graduat e de gree (plea se specify de gree Ind ma jo r )

If yo u ha ve taken college cou r s.s , wh.J:t was lts your
matn aru of

(25)

St~?

(CIRCLE ALL THAt APPLy)

1.

does not apply, college COY:."S." no t talcen

(2 6 )

2.

general course,

(27)

J,

ch ild devdopcent

(28)

!.,

urly chlldhood ed ucation

(29)

S.

aleCl entar y educati on

(0)

6.

othe r (pleas e specHy) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Jt)

Q-16.

Doyouho lda~or~inchllddev e lopment .

early childhood education o r a rdated fhld?
(CI RCt.E OSE Nl"MBER)

t.
2.

No

YI!S ( ple& se s pec: Hi' & d egree o r c: ert ~fiC:il c e &nd ""here
ob cained) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
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D)

Q-tl.

Hou man y!:.!.!!!. have you worked in a c:h Ud c:are !SeCting ?
(CIRCL E 01' :::

:-;L~1SER)

l ess t nanono! yea r
2.

(6)

Q- 12.

one t o tuo ye ar s

3.

three. to fi ve years

4.

!S1~

5.

more t han ceo. yea r s

to nine yo:ars

Ho" many cor. 1.!!!.! do you intend to b • • child c:are

worl<.er ~

(CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)

Q_I) .

1.

less chan one yeat:

_.

one to cwo years

).

three to five years

4.

s1~

5.

Qore than c.n y.a r s

t o n1n. y.ar s

EsciMte the perc.ntage of

.!..!!!. per ..... 1<. you spend '."orking w1ch

the follo .... 1ng~.

(CIRCLE All THAT APPLY)

(17)

L,

b ~:~h t o age one

1.

((8)

0

one:o t"'oy.a r s

2.

,

(19)

),

two co thr •• y. ars

).

(20)

4,

three to four y.ars

4.

(21)

"

fou r co five years

5.

five co s1xyears

6.

( 22 )
(23)

6,
L

88

Forofft ce
use only
()2)

Q- !7 .

Ho .... of ten do you partiCipate in

~

training offered

chrough the chUd carl! cente r whe re you are
(CIRCLE

Q- 18 .

O~;E:

e Clplo ye d~

Sl:l8ER )

1.

[do not participate

2.

week ly o r e v ery o che r wel!k

3.

monthly

I. .

onc e or ...... i c l! a yea r

5.

inservic e training is not offered at th e day care center

Ho ... often do you part icipate i n workshops outside t he cent e r,
and/or p r ofessional meetings associated wi th child care, day
care o r url y child-hood education.
Clee~ina:s

attended in

t~e

If yes , please l1St all

l ast year.

(CIRCU: ONE NmiBE:R)

I donoe participate
2.
).

once or ["ice a yea r
thr ..: t o fi ve eice s a yea r
ClorO! than five tt:::es. yea r

5.

Q- 19 .

p lease list ttle"t!ng s attended _ _ _ __ _ _ __

list belo... . ny local. sUte or natio na l

~

for day

ca re wo rket s o r early childhood flc!ucato r s t o which you belong.
(3 .. )

OS)
()6)
(

7)

(8)

_ _ do not belong
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Q- 20.

1.1Iat profl!ssional lou rn"ls do yo u read on a ugul.r
( C[Ret E Al l TfI..AT

{J 9 )

ba!lis~

"p?~n

! do not read any

prO~I!$sior.a l jou ~nah

(:..0)

("2)

Young Children and lor Childhood Educacion

(hUd Care InformaCion Exth.ns_
Other (ple . . . specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(4)

(44)

J.
4.

Q-2L

to .ddicion to yo ur chlld can Job . how of tan do you.!!!.!!.! your

.!.!.!!.!!

.lncl 1!!!.2...~.!.2!: about young chlldnn in uny dHhnnc

tOI:'.Cun1ty n e tinls?

For u:aople, do you calk. \Jieh pare n t

groups about choo,ing appropriate cays, or calk ..,lch young
=-obus of 4-H about b.bysitting? (CIRCLE ONE Nl'MB ER)

very of eta

(:' 5- 47

Q-~1.!n ~klng

nlu tral

nnly

decisions in your child tar. job. !Jhou

~

bdng t!l. C::OH lcopcrt.nt group and 5 belng the i 'II,lIe
important g:,oup.

parents
c hildren
_ _ dilycaracent.r
_ _ p.rJon~l ·
cOlClllunity

90
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4d-5\

Q-2J.

U;;ced bela... are five possible

~

\.;hy a person could

choose to !:lee:llolo\"ed asa c!"l1ld care giver.
~~v.e

Pleisl rank all

it t:!s accord!ng :0 the r easons <,;h y you are a child care

the least 1c:lpott.nt re,Uon.
_ _ salary
_ _ enjoy ch1ldren
_ _ flexibility of workins houn. possible to have
0"" children With you
_ _ no educational or training r.quirement.
desire to •• rve CO=.alunity

A:iSl."ER

(52)

Q-2 1. .

O~"t.Y

OlOE Of !HE

t~O

fOllOWING QUESTIONS.

For exuph . if you

If you arl in I tllching/clls,room IWn.,eClent position ... hich
0: the followin, lob titles would you

.f!!!!.!~

(C[itCloE THE BEST A!I S:.;t:R)

L

Earl y chlldh""d teacher

L

Early childhood educator

).

!tad.• t

4.

Other (phas e specHy) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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fa.-aEfice
us e only
)J)

Q- 25.

IE you are Hilt! 1J0rking directly under te .. ching Plrsonnl l ,
IJh1ch of che (ollol,- in g lob t i t !n lJould
(C IRCLE tHE SESt

you .2.!.!.f!.!.~

A~;S ~,;E iI.)

I.

Ea:ty c!-:!.l-:!hoo!;! a$.5!sc anc

2.

!lacher .. td

J.

Ot htr ( pll . . 1 specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

THE NExt SIX QU ESTIONS P!l:ESENT PRO!H.EXS TEAT CHI LD CARE PROVIO EIlS ARE

(51.)

OFTEN REQt:IREO to DEAL WITH.

PLEASE CIRCLE tHE "-'lSio'ER THAT COMES

CLOSEST TO HOW YOU "'ClutO FEEL

~ST

Q- 26 .

COMFORTABLE HA.'roLINC TIlE PROBLEM .

A parlnt of • boy nquucs th .. t the chUd
play v ith dolh . t school.

~oc

be .1lolJld to

You vou ld:

1.

dilrl, ar !;! c hi p.rlnc's requesc Ind .110'" chi chUd to ?lIy

2.

discuss chI rl qu lst v1th t h e pa.-ent an!;! I xpl .. t n t he v.lu.

t.-oml!oll play.
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!O

for offica
usa only
Q- 21.

P.H lne, often judie tha qullic}' of cheir child', day in chUd
care by t he arts / cuft, proja.;:cs the chUd take, hOllle.

If a

p.rent .... <l!~e t.> coc:p l.tn that ch<i!i r child did n ' t ever br in g hoc:e
cute

e~ing'

I.

re'pect che p.a r:ent'l request and radtrect the ehtla to

you ....oula:

cOlI)pletall)ore .rc. / et.fe, p r oject'.

unscructund

J.

Q-28.

U'C

for che c hUd .

dhnlard cha pannc', nquast and .IUOV cha chUd to phy

Suppose that tha children in you r care .In allowed co watch
uhv1,ioll. fo r a 11.la1ced alllO unc

0:

cba nch :lay at sehool.

They very lauch enjoy va cehill.l a telaviSion prolulD you find

I.

dhulard ch. chUdr.n', belling and prohibit challl frolll
vacchlnl the proluG!. .

2.

J.

allow ehe ehl1dren co waech che progralll on oeea,10 n a , a

re dtrect the childr.n ..... y trom cha talev1sion progralll b:planning. f.vorite activity at the ,ac:a (1=. che prot r a il!
airs.
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tt

For officII

ute only
lJIJ

Q- 29.

You ful
SOICII

laval.

1.

l.H\d~ r

ac~dt=lc
'lOll

prlS$un t o teach tl'1e children In you!" i:'ouP
skill. "'hich yo\.l flnd inappropriate (or

t~II!'ir

age

would:

begin Introduclna iMc the day'. prolram sellte activi t ies
dlrec:tld toward Icad,mit skills.

2.

d15r.,;&rd tht prls.ure Ind continue with rou r progra::! as
bafor •.

J.

r •• d 101114 article. by an authorit y 1n the Held of lu. dy
ehllc!hood edu.eetion on ceachin, . c . dellllc ak.ills and t hen

(58)

Q-JO.

You find that you do noc au dong vuy \/dl "'lrh anothotr
t •• char

10 the child tara canter.

When a parent COlCes to

complain to yol,l about th .. t t •• char'. bth&vlor you \/ould :
1.

2.

taU eh. parant you.Iso don't 11k. th e t •• chu·', behavior.

take. naucnl po.ltlon lind point ou t IOIllI of the

elachlr' . _(renlchs.
3.

finit a,k YOUfUl! H

this cuchlr', behavio r Is

co che child r en before dolng .nychlng.

ha~:::ul
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For 0((1c:a
u.!Ie only
U'>"

Q-3t.

A \,Ialfare paunt hail finally obtained a job.

ihe c:hlld e.are

!ae, e.orrespond!n; to the pdre:1C ' S 1ne.oc. "'ould c..u,e che
1ne.ol:le of the parent to al!lOunc to only a fe w core dollars than
previously recl!i ved froc lJe!!are.

You

a~1!

a"'are that

paunt and the chUd ha, just begun to hal at hoCl' and to
thrive in t ha child cat. center .

You "'oule!:

(.

a:!ocouuga che paranc to considar leaving tha c:hUd in day

Z.

,ay nothing to cha parent about cha lUtCar.

cara av.n though it would b. a financial strdn.

J.

call "'eHara and report cht parent.

4.

,ugie"

to the parent that thay not say anything to

"'a Hare about tho change 1n

I!~ploy=ant

status unle ,.

"'alfaraask •.

tHE YEX! SIX QCESTIOSS D£AL IoI IiH POST HICH SCHOOL EDUCAnON.

THIS

COULD [YClL"OE COLLECE, VOCAnOSAUTECH.'iICAL SCHOOL AS IOELL AS PERSOSA l
STe OY A:'''O

AnE:'''OA.~CE

PLEASE CIRC:'E A

AT wORKSHO PS.

:-;1.~8ER

Al O:-;C EACH u::£ ntH CO:o!!:S

CLOS~ST

TO iHE

~AY

YOU fEEL A801!! THE QUESTION.

Q-J2 .

Ho,", much hI.' your post high school aducation .idad your
kno",lad,a for craatin!!:, eva luatin!!:. and .a1&c:tin8
appropriata for cht c:hUdre:'l .... ich .... holll you !.fork.?

~acarlals
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1)

For offit e
use onl y
~-33.

Hall ouch has you r post high s t hool edutuion strengchened

your ,k.Uls i n o hnni:'lS and putting 1:1co "teion activicies chae
are both approprhce and challengi:'lg :or the ski ll lrtvel o! the
thildran ·... ic!'! whoa you work:'

(62)

Q- 34.

Hov I:Nch has you r post hilh school educ .. c i on excended YOUt
writcen and oral CO=:Nni c.1C10n ,kills , machemacical ,kill, .
and a ,eneral kno\lhdse of the \lor l d ?

(63)

Q- J5.

Hov lINch has your po,t hil h ,chool edueac ion extended your
kno\l ledle a! hUlllUln develope.nc t hro uih che 11fe sp .. n. 1oI 1ch
,peeial eClpha. i. on cOlnitive (tntelleec ual) . phy.ical.
,octal .. nd acotio nill cevelop=anc , from bi r ch chrough .. ae eight ?

(64 )

Q-36.

Hov Clueh has yo u r po.t h igh .chool edueacto n .trenlchened you r
,kilb in eoa=unieat1ng co perencs holol cheir child (rln) arl
func tion inl in chI seccing in IoIh ic h you loIork. :'
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ForocHce
use only
Q.)7.

Ho w lIIuch has you r pose hi gh school education strengthened your

.!!.!....!:..!.

1:1 ....orkin !! and relacln!! to ocher staff lIIecbers as an

instructional tolac?
a great deal

Q- J8 .

neueral

ver y litth

none de all

Mos e child care providers spend their day in a VAr iety of
casks .

Q· )9 .

somewhat

list below the _jor tasks you do in e typical day and

l.11at do you hel parentS ue as your Clain ruoons1b l!.!.tv
as a child care giver?
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"
equip •• tlc includ •• only two tricycl...

In a l'rouP o f ( our-

ch11d "lead Robi!! (;0_ . to you And pro t.sts .a,, :':'II. "t •• l!..

won ' t lac u

l!!!!!l!!.

nwa::

TOt'

raa

h_va ...

til",,!"

.!!..!!ll!

u:plaln how YOII lIouLd.

ehh I1cuulOft .

TOtri COO'QATle~ 1:1 COHlLrnSC tits QUlSTIC'YlI.UlL .

PLEASE CBta: Tl'.A1'

YOU RAVE WP05DED to tACH qC!.STIOIf AND lfTtTI:f nit qCtstIOtftfAIU J'( 'UCISC IT I!f t'R!

ST...."!P!D Sc..,....ulOUS$m avn.Ort 'leVID!D An l!'!l'M

t~U.Ttt.T.

It you lIould l1u • • ~ry ot the r"lJ.lu !ro. ch1 • • tudy . p 1.... prtru: YOIIC n. . . . nd
"ddu .. on the lack

t!l &C yo u racl tva te.

ot

eh. neurn sa.valop.

(t2!

on th1. ~u •• tlonn.ln ).

[vC. l ...
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Appendix E
Data Collection Protocol
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PROTOCOL FOR CHILO CARE CENTER DATA COllECTtON
My n<!me is C,)rol Armg<!_

I am calling f rom Utah Sta te Univers ity in log .!n, Ut.!h.

I a"ll calling in regards to some research thdt I am doing witn cn i ld car~
[dano
prov iders i n the state of Oregon. The name of your center was provided by
Utah
Pat Kreher
Ann Heilman
Harcia ,'1cCoy

(Utah)
( Idaho)
(Orl!!gon)

from the

Oepartment of Social Services
OepartlN!nt of Healtn and \olelfare.
Oepartrrent of Human Resources

The research tnat I am doing will look at the Important role that child ca,.e
providers have I n the lives of young children.

I plan to focus attention on

the Importance Of child care centers in our cOlT'tllunitles.

I need only about

five minutes of your tirre to answer some quest ions about your center.
r ight now be a conveni ent tllfe?

What is your narre?

'.iould

And your title?

How many fami Ifes al"@ served by your center?
Of those families, how many would you say a,.e Single parent families?
What would you say i s the average nUlmer of chfTdren pe,. family?
Now r am going to ask. you some questions that will help further describe these
f amilies.

fhe first question has to do with income.

About how many families

served by your center have an average annual incol':l! of less t!'lilt SIO,OOO?
Bet:ween S10,OOO and S20,OOO?
and 340,0001

Bet~en

Between 520,000 ant: SJO,OOO?

540,000 and SSO,DOO?

The next questions look at occupations of families.

The categodes are:

manu al labo r , skilled labor, professiona l and students.
the famili~s your center serves ar-e student families?
say are chiefly e~ployed i n manual ldbor?

Bet....een 530,000

More than SSO,OOO?

About how many of
How many would you

In sk ill ed labor?

Are professional?
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The next questions look at education levels for families .

These categories

will look for the highe st education achieved in a fam i ly.

rhe categories are:

JOIN! high school, hi gh schoo l d i ploma ,

SOl1"e

collo!ge or vocat ional / techn i cal

. school, co ll aga ca ..; n!~ clnd graduate work / and or graduate de '1 ree.

Il.bout how

mdny families wou l d you say hdve the highest educeltion level of some high school?

A high school diploma?

30me college or vocational/technical school?

degree (this wou ld be a

a.s.

done

:i~

or 8.A. deqree)?

graduate work or who have a gN duate degree?

The last descriptive question has to do with race and I!thnlcfty.
are:

Anglo-~rlcan.

A~eriean

A college

How many would you iiiy nave

and .:Ithef'.

Blelck American?

The categories

alack American, Native AlllerfCeln, Asian American. HispanicAbout h.,.,o/ many families would you say are Angio-Ainericeln?

Native AlTeriean?

Asian American?

Hispdnic-Amef'ican?

And

how "","y would JOU say are othe:r?

Finally. 1 wou ld like to ask you fo r a list of all child ca re providers In
your center that work 20 hours or more per week.
create a sample pool of ch ild care workers.
be tel ken from the pool.
be asked to complete

iI.

These names will be used to

A random selection of names will

Eugene
Seventy-five child cue worker':; In Boise
will
Salt lake City
Some of the child Celre prov ldef's In 10;.lr

r;"odi1 ed survey.

center may be asked to partic!oate:.

The:y will ile sent a :i,Jr'ley que:itiOMaif'e

through the lIIail to tne address of your center.

Thoie J.Sked to Pflrt l cipate f.lay

personally de:cide if they want to respO:1d to the quest i onn a i re.
is voluntary.

Partici;lati,Jn

00 you have any questions?

I am ready to record the nellT'!S of the child care providers in your center.

May I

.:hec~

thl:!

.:enter · ~

addreu?

Thank 'jou for your time .. nd help.

[ have .
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DAY CARE CENTER OATA FOR,""
.'lAI·1ES OF CHILO CARE PROVIDERS:

~

1.

1.

2.

2.

J.

J.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

OF HOURS PER wEEK

10.

10.

11.

11.

12.

12.

13.

13.

14.

14.

15.

15.
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OAY CARE CE,'iTE!t

~AU

FOItH

D~TE :

STATe::

OM· CARE CENTER:
J.OORESS :
C'::il:.lCT ?ErlSO,'!:

t !i'l:: :

POPULAT ION OESerl [PTORS:
~:

FA~[l1 CONST ::Ll ArtO~:

_ _IUs tht.n 10.000

_ _, fng 'eg,,..nt

_ _' 0.000 to 20.000
_ _20.000 to X1 .000

_ _JoJ.ooo

to 40.000

_ _40.000 to 50.000

__I'l10,,

~:

_ _some hfgn school
tn,n 50 .000
_ _nigh school dfglO1!11
_ _,<*It

, 01I e91 01"

~oc.tfont. l/

OCCUPAT rQ.I:

techn i ca l school

_ _t:IInu.l hool"

_ _col leg. d.q,...

_ _,tilled 1.bol"
------9l"ldu. U \IIO"' / .nd 01" deqr-et
--1'l"Ofess fon, '
_ _stu.!ents

EnmrC: TY:

_ _Anglo·~~.er-ican
_ _:l l 1C'" ).,,:~r ic lln

_ _~lt iv e ,),merican

_ _Ashn _dean
_ _HfS"I"!,·'-!'fCln
_ _Otn.!'
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Center Demographics

Category

Numbe r of
Children
Center
Serves

Utah

Oregon

Idaho

Centers

<40
>40

13
31

16
13

25
13

Cente rs

<60
>60

24
20

18
11

28
10

Ch i ld Care Prov i ders

<60
>60

83
146

60
83

80

<60
>60

18
10

16
4*

14*

<60
>60

6
6

6*

2

12*

<60
>60

16*
12*

16*
4*

14*
2*

<60
>60

6*
6*

2*
6*

11*
7*

50% of families
served earn less
than $20 , 000 annually
50% of families
served earn more than
$20 , 000 annually
50% of families
served have less than
a BA/ BS as their
highest education
1 eve 1
50% of fami 1 i es
served have a BA/ BS
or higher as their
highest education
1 eve 1

91

1

9

*Not all centers provided information for this category.
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Postcard for First Follow-up
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lnt week. 4 quest i onna i re seek ;nc: t nfonr:at ion about your joo as a
,Mild c.s re orovie~l" was se.,t to you . 'four naMe IdS c.'1ose" t~rouc~
a !",ndOe! select i on of cl'lil<l cue ;ll"ov;deri i n your co~n ;ty.
tf yOu ha"'l 41ready completed and retul"n~ It to us, oleast acceot
my slnt.r"! th.t"lr;s for your 11th. tf not. plein do so today..
BICluS' this questlonna l rl IIU bHn stnt to only a small. !:lye
.... Pr-e'."Uth,. sampl, of child Clr! pr-ayfdtrS, It is txtrtrnt ly
it.'lOortlnt ti!U youl'"1 bt f nclu~d In thl study I f ent results ar". to
iCC\lrltlly ,,-prUI"t .1 1 child cu·. provldln.
Thank you for your h,l D.

Slnc,,..11,
C.rol Armo.
Gr.duUI St\.ld,"t In Child Dey,IODNnt
OIO",.t. "."t of Fa"'! ly " Mum." Dev.lopment
Utah StlU UnivI,.slty
log.n . Ut." 94322·2905
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t

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY . LOCAN, UTAH 84322 · 2905

OI"AlllrMI~ro'

'AMILY A.NOHII.""N OEVllOl'l'o4f.- .r

Coi. . . . . f ....... \.I.

Oc t ober 3. 1986
OUI'" Ch ild Care Prov i de ... ,
About tnr.. Wfl:lts ago [ \!Irate to you seelt i ng informat i on abou t your

jOb as I c!'lnd ca.r"I: ~l"ovjd.l". As of today I ilaYII not r"tce!"ect your
completed questlonn.irl.
'~nl"9 with c:,dld,.." 1$ oft.n yi.-..d is Just baby·sftt1n9 and In
11S1 JOO . I dluqP'ft .ith t/'Ifs vi .... I beTieve enitd cal"ti Is .. challenging
and 4..."dl"9 IS . . It IS ll11PQrt.ftt Job . I . . doing this study to qlthe"
1"'o"..tIOll IDOYt tI'Ie fllGor-Unt people lIIho do tnts impol"'Unt

Job.

Tl'I1s

fnfOlWltlon .111 be uSH to help eduClte .11 Se9N"U of the public. .bo4.It
the good tIIlngs Iwppenfn9 I" child ca" .
But , need you" h.Tp ! Those enfl4 Clrt provide" "1110 rwcehed thts
questlon"aire ,"",.."nt only. portion of 111 dtftd ca,.. pl"O'ftdln In
thefr c l tl.s . E.ch n. . . . . , drbn tIIl"'OUCJ" I scientific: ,...,lIn9 process .
. Your ... sgonses art y.ry lmgortant to this study . For that r .. son I 1m
f P1cludlng Inotn.r cagy of the Qu.stlonnll ... ilnd asking you to gl .. s.
CClftl:lI.t. Ind ... turn the Questionn.. l ... flTWlldfat.ly .
Your lns... rs wfll tlelp tl'tl ctt!ld car. "rofession IT'GYI forward In
pOSltl..,. WiyS . You .. 111 bI helping yourself and otl'll" ..... 0 do this
lmoorunt Joe . Also, you .. 1-11 be 1'I11plng ttl. lIill1on$ of c:nlldren wl'lo
a ... In dtfld ca ... .
Thank you for your hllg .

5Inc.... ly.
Carol A"""1a
Gradua t l Studlnt I n Chi l d OI¥lloPft'ltnt
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Responses to "Other" categories for Area of Study in College
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Responses to "Other" Category for Area of study in College
Number of Responses*
9
8

5
3
1

Category
Special Education
Psychology
Art, Music
Bible (Christian curriculum),
Business, English, Physical
Education
Architectural Design, Biology,
Corrections, Family Consumer
Studies, General Education,
German, Health Education,
History, International Studies,
Marketing, Math, Media, Middle
Eastern Studies, Montessori,
Philosophy, Political Science,
Reading, Recreation, Remedial
Speech, Science, Secondary
Education, Social Science,
Sociology, Spanish, Trauma
Medical Response and Emergency
Medical Response, Teacher
Education.
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Appendix L
Presponses to "Other" category for Job Title
Preference of Child Care Providers in a Teaching
Classroom Management position

114

Responses to "other category for Job Title Preference of
Child Care
Providers in a Teaching/Classroom Management position
Number of
Responses
2

Directress, School-age Teacher,
Guide

1

Co-director, Head Teacher,
Preschool Director/Teacher,
Child Care Provider, Preschool
Lead Teacher

Staff Working Directly Under Teaching Personnel
1

Co-teacher, Teacher, Teacher's
Assistant, Program Counselor
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Appendix M
Means and standard Deviations
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!,!ni variate Analysis of Variance t:Qr:
~

State
Utah (1)
Oregon (2)
ldaho(3)

!l::Iuc:atim
high 5Chco1(1)

I!

51
41
39

sa!8 OOll"'l"(2)
B. A. / B.S. (3)
Graduate ""rk(4)

l..en1th ot Se1vice

131

Prc!essia1al
Meetings

18
27
36
33
17

r

M

1.554

2,93

·3.270

3,93

0.472

4 ,9 3

0 . 193

2,93

0.631

12,93

26 .639
24 . 336
25 . 108

1.16
1.56
1.13

21. 786

25 . 786
27.589
26 . 915

loll
0 . 89
2 . 44
1.82

23.627
24.712
25 . 460
25.869
27 . 139

2.21
1.41
1.18
loll
2 . 14

25.517
25 . 773
24 .793

1.90
0 . 83
1.35

17 .006
19.971
23.390
21.803
26 .762
25.520
24 . 622
24 . 076
24 . 692
26.863
28.987
26 . 443
27.520
27.516
27 . 476
22.992
27.812
26.853
29 . 463
27 . 453

2 . 18
2 . 40
1.97
2.57
3.44
2 . 97
1. 78
1.36
1.45
1. 75
6 . 34
3 . 28
3 .27
2.22
3 . 54
3 .71
3 . 49
2 . 38
2.24
5.81

131

not participate(l) 38
1-2 @ yeor(2)
3 + @ yeor(3)

g)

5 .14

131
30
57
26
18

< 1 year (l)
1-2 years(2)
3-5 years(3)
6-9 years (4)
10 years +(5)

1:!!aID

131

60
33

KrlcMl~e

Education x
I.en;Jth of Service
1,1
1 ,2
1, 3
1,4
1,5
2,1
2,2
2,3
2,4
2,5
3,1
3,2
3,3
3,4
3,5
4,1
4,2
4,3
4,4
4,5

131
7
7
7
6
3
7
9
19
13
9
1
8

5
8

4
3
3
5
6
1
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~

Educatial X
Prtlf...1a>aJ.
IMtingB
1,1
1,2
1,3
2,1
2,2
2,3
3,1
3, 2
3,3
4,1
4 ,2
4,3

l!

2t

V~.i~

l!GD

~

20.967
22.1ll
22.282
23.583
26. 273
25. 608
29 . 501
26.706
26.559
28.016
28 . 003
24.725

2 . 27
2.07
1.67
1. 19
1.27
1 . 99
6 .14
1 . 48
2.67
3.49
1. 76
3.03

131
II
8
II
23
23
II
1
19
6
3
10
5

lArqth of s.rvica
X

PrtlfMaialaJ.

~

1,1
1,2
1,3
2,1
2,2
2,3
3,1
3,2
3,3
4,1
4,2
4,3
5,1
5,2
5,3
• 1/ <

131
II
5
2
6
13
8

12
17
7
6
16
II
3
9
5
0.025

23 . 762
26. 187
20. 931
27 . 338
23 . 475
23.322
22 . 729
27.681
25.970
25.318
24 . 262
28.026
28 . 437
27.262
25. 718

2 . 92
2 . 39
5.01
3.38
1.88
2 . 03
2.42
1.45
1.99
2.51
1 . 33
1.59
4.37
1.92
2 . 85

'Q[

~1~

r

sit

0.357

6,93
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Univar1!it~e ~l~i§ 0' V5lr.tiance fot: ~al~ §.ati§facti2D
~

If

State
utah (1)
0!:ag0n(2)
ldaho(3)

51
41
39

Edx:aticn

s.- ooU8CJ'I(2)
8 . A./B.S. (3)
grodJate 1oOrk( 4)

30
57
26
18

ot Scvioe

131

< 1 year(l)
1-2 years(2)
3-5 years(3)
6-9 years(4)
10 years +(5)

Pmt_i a1lll.
MMt1rgs

18
27
36
33
17

1-2 @ y.ar(2)
3 + @ y.ar(3)

Fduc:ati <>1

3 . 540
3 .690
3.346

0 .2 4
0.24
0.23

3.233
3.262
4 . 138
3.468

0.23
0.18
0.50
0 . 37

3.300
3.819
3.326
3 . 262
3.920

0 . 46
0.29
0 .24
0.23
0.44

3.644
3.448
3 . 485

0.39
0.17
0.28

3.079
3.541
3.020
2.752
3 . 773
2.925
3.892
3.077
3.438
2.980
4 .586
4.228
3.612
3.836
4.430
2 . 610
3 . 616
3 .595
3.024
4 . 495

0 . 45
0.50
0 . 41
0.53
0.71
0.61
0 .37
0 .28
0 .30
0.36
1.31
0.67
0.67
0.46
0 .73
0 . 77
0.72
0 . 49
0.46
1 .20

131

not participate(l) 38

X

ot service
1,1
1 ,2
1,3
1,4
1,5
2 ,1
2,2
2,3
2,4
2,5
3,1
3,2
3,3
3,4
3, 5
4,1
4,2
4 ,3
4,4
4,5

~

131

high adlcol(l)

Length

~

131

60
33

r

g:

0 .792

2,93

0.946

3,93

1.047

4,93

0 . 105

2,93

0.572

12,93

l...-.,th
131
7
7
7
6
3
7
9
19
13
9
1
8
5
8
4
3
3
5
6
1

119

Univariate Analysis of
~

!!

V~iance

'or

Sal~

Mean

§Q

3.820
2.746
3 . 133
3.619
3.000

0.47
0.43
0 , 34
0 . 24
0 .26
0.41
1.26
0.30
0 . 55
0.72
0.36
0.62

satisfaction

r

M

Education x

Professional
~

131

1,1
1,2
1,3
2,1
2,2
2,3
3,1
3,2
3,3
4,1
4,2
4,3

11
8
11
23
23
11
1
19
6
3
10
5

I.erqt.h of Service
x Professiooal
~
1,1
1,2
1,3
2,1
2,2
2,3
3,1
3,2
3,3
4,1
4,2
4,3
5,1
5,2
5,3

3 . 167
4 . 472
3.929
4 . 014
2 .662
4 . 117
3.625

131
11
5
2
6
13
8
12
17
7
6
16
11
3
9
5

3.683
3.026
3.191
3.468
3 . 819
4.172
3 . 553
3.426
2.999
3.196
3.092
3.499
4.318
3 . 877
3 . 564

0 . 60
0 . 49
1 . 03
0 .70
0.39
0 . 42
0.50
0.30
0.41
0.52
0 . 27
0.33
0.90
0.40
0.59

1.270

6,93

0.604

8,93
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2;i.n.

U!rlVM"ia~ QcI,~nia g,t: ,,~ ~!3: ~-m
an;l In(ocm"ioo (Helpl ·.rith
CgmImity

W

H

S!IIa

~

ctaI>(l)

,.u

-

",-,(2)
_(l)

Sl

2.300
2.0I!I
2.093

..... ;L5.(l)

~_(4)

___

lO

"

26
1.1

2.lAl
1._
2._

1-2 _ ( 2 )

-

l~_(l)

15-9_(4)
10_"'(5)

- ..
_~(1)

1-2 '~(2)
3 .... ~(3)

1.1
27

"

II

17

1.~

0.24
O.llI
0. '"
0.31

2.029
1.971
2.l42
2.231
2._

0 ...
O.lO
0.26
0 . 24
0. ..

1.m

o.u

2.4U
2._

0.1.1
0.2'

1.240
2.$16
1.639
1.m
3._
1._
1.GO
2.470
1._
2._
3.7M
2.031
2.627
2 • .,1
3.l7!I
1.=
1.nt
2.630
2.797
-0.703

0 . 47

-,,~
at -.ri<a
131
1,1
1,2
1,3
1,4
1,5
2,1
2,2
2,3
2,4
2,5
3,1
3,a
l,l
l,'
l,5
',1
',2
',3

','
',5

7
7
7

•
,
a
,
'.
3

7

13
1

5
1

2.93

1.=

l,93

O.l31

4,93

0.965

2,93

o.~

131
II
60
II

~

0.24

131
<1~(1)

I
1.SSO

O.~

131

~(1)
_~(2)

~at

~

131

Stato

·1.11
0.$1
0.43
0.56
0.74
0."
o.lI
0.2'
0. 31
O.lI
1.37
o.n
o.n
0. "
0.77
0. 10
0.76
0 •.51
0."
1.a.

12,93
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Univariate Ana l ys is of V~al)9! for S~~
W In£cmnatism Ule~Q I ....itll SllI ConanUni~
~

Ii

11=

~

1.567
2 . 439
2.417
1 . '73
1 . 997
2 . 934
2.939
2.842
1.436
2 . 019
1. 103

0.49
0.4'
0,36
0.26
0 . 27
0.43
1 . 33
0 . 32
0.'8
0.75
0.38
0 . 66

2.096
2 . 523
1.449
1 . 361
2 . 288
2.285
2.237
2 . 351
2 . 438
2.186
2.3"
2.184
1. 507
2. 595
2.092

0 . 63
0.52
1.08
0.73
0 . 41
0.44
0.52
0 . 31
0 . 43
0."
0 . 29
0.34
0.94
0 . 42
0 . 62

r

sir

Education x
Pl:t>tessicraJ.
~

1,1
1,2
1,3
2,1
2,2
2,3
3,1
3, 2
3,3
4,1
4,2
' ,3

131

11
8
11
23
23
11
1
19
6
3
10
5

2.2815

0.300

6,9 3

0.399

8 , 93

IM1;th ot SCV1c:a
x Pl:t>t.a1craJ.
~

1,1
1,2
1,3
2,1
2,2
2, 3
3, 1
3,2
3, 3
4,1
4,2
4,3
' ,1
5, 2
',3

• II > .05

131

,

11
2
6
13
8
12
17
7
6
16
11
3
9

,

122
Univariate Analy§is of Variance ,or Rewal:ds

=

state

!l

Mean

ml

131
51
41
39

2.141
2.158
2.266

0. 14

B.A· /B.S. (3)
graduate ..mt( 4)

131
30
57
26
19

2.255
2.295
2.079
2 . 126

0 . 13
0.11
0.29
0.22

I.erqth of Service
< 1 year(l)
1-2 years(2)
3-5 years(3)
6-9 years(4)
10 years + (5)

131
19
27
36
33
17

2.036
2 . 139
2 .230
2 . 149
2 . 389

0.26
0.17

2 . 227
2 .021
2 . 317

0.23
0 . 10
0.16

2 . 230
1.974
2 . 251
2 . 315
2.504
2 . 441
2.292
2 . 077
2 . 232
2.440
1.223
2.400
2 . 189
2.400
2 . 180
2 . 251
1 . 897
2 . 403
1.649
2.430

0 . 26
0.29
0 . 23
0.31
0.41
0 . 35
0.21
0 . 16
0 . 17
0.21
0.75
0.39
0.3 9
0.26
0.42

Utah(l)

oregon (2)
Idaho (3)

Educatioo
high schoo1(1)
saI8 ool1ega(2)

r

~

0.364

2 ,93

0.278

3,93

0 . 336

4,93

1.329

2,93

0.949

12,93

0 . 14
0.13

0.14

0.13
0.25

Professiooal.
~

131

not porticipata (1) 39
1-2 @ year(2)
3 + @ year(3)

60
33

F.d\x::atiat x
I.erqth of
Service
1,1
1,2
1,3
1,4
1,5
2,1
2,2
2,3
2,4
2,5
3, 1
3,2
3,3
3,4
3,5
4,1
4 ,2
4,3
4,4
4,5

131
7
7
7
6
3
7
9
19
13
9
1
9
5
9
4
3
3
5
6
1

0 . 44

0 . 42
0.29
0 . 27
0.69
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Univariate Anatt:sis of Variance fot: Rewanis
SOUrce

Ii

Mean

§Q

2 . 376
1.963
2.425
2 . 041

0.27
0.25
0 . 20
0.14

r

~

Education x
Professional

Meetings
1,1
1,2
1,3
2,1
2,2
2,3
3, 1
3,2
3,3
4,1
4,2
4,3

131
11
8
11
23
23
II
1
19
6
3
10
5

2 . 329

0 . 15

2 . 514
2 . 514
1.886
1. 788
1.930
1.909
2.540

0.24
0.73
0 . 18

II
5
2
6
13
8
12
17
7
6
16
11
3
9
5

2 . 045
1. 761
2 . 303
2.083
2.190
2 . 142
2 . 422
2.167
2.102
2.351
2.058
2.038
2 .235
1.931
3.000

6,93

1.096

8 , 93

0 . 32

0 . 42
0.21
0.36

length of Service
x Professiooal
Meetings
131
1,1
1,2
1,3
2,1
2,2
2,3
3,1
3,2
3,3
4,1
4,2
4,3
5,1
5,2
5, 3

1.119

0 . 35
0 . 28
0 . 60
0 . 40

0 .22
0 .24
0.29
0 . 17
0.24
0 . 30
0 . 16
0 .19
0.52
0.23
0.34

